
IFUGAW WEAVING

F r a n c i s  L a m b r e c h t , C.LC.M.

In this paper we shall describe the Ifugaw loom, and whatever refers to 

weaving and the various kinds of cloth made and used in Kiangan.

Weaving，from cotton to cloth, is the exclusive task of women. They 

weave for themselves and the members of their family, but only occasionally 

for selling purposes. Girls learn how to weave by helping their mother or 

elder sister, for example in putting up the warp (see infra)̂  and by actual 

practice under the latters’ supervision: most of them become quite skilled 

within a short period of time. The weaving tools，i.e., the loom sticks, the 

spindle, the apparatus for fluffing, skeining and winding, are, of course, made 

by the men.

I. S IM PLE PROCESS ： FRO M  COTTON  T O  CLOTH

1 _ MATERIAL, FLUFFING

The Ifugaw of Kiangan mainly use ka'po {Gossjpium paniculatum  ̂ Blanco, 

Malvaceae) and tnkirng {Gossjpium herbaceum, L., Malvaceae). The former is 

cultivated on mud heaps, ina，do or pingko,I、made in the rice paddies some time 

after the harvest; the latter on the slopes of house yards or villages and 

sometimes in sweet potato fields. The kdpo is by far preferred to the tukl?ng 

because it yields a whiter cotton.

Exceptionally and mostly to weave Id"mma upper garments (see infra) 

they use pol-o'g (Triumfetta suffruticosa, Bl” Tiliaceae\ i.e., the fibres of the 

plant’s bark, isolated by repeated scraping with a small knife, agu7tan, and 

then torn off, bik-i，kona，lit., she tears them off. As soon as the fibres are dry 

they are ready for spinning; pol-o，g thread is light brown in color and quite 

rough.

To prepare both th^ka^po and tukli,ng bolls for spinning, they first separate 

the cotton from the pericarp, u'kiih)^ or the bolls with their fingers, uktyhandâ  

and spread the cotton in the sun to dry, ihap-ê da. When the cotton is suf

ficiently dry and has expanded, nabo，kjag, they clear it of seeds, bû wa, by hand, 

nutnuitonda. After it has been cleared of seeds，a small bow，buJhugy is used 

to fluff it. The operator takes hold of the bamboo bow with one hand, and 

with the other repeatedly pinches the string，making it pass through the
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mass of cotton that has been gathered up in a heap and put on a board Qmbu，- 

gonay ka'po, she fluffs the cotton).

Then she rolls up, ludû nonay the fluffed cotton, him,hug, into slivers, 

lu，dm、of some 2 inches thick and 6 inches long. The material is then ready 

for spinning.

2. MUN-ADAME\  SPINNING

Spinning is done by means of the tobayjan , spindle (see Fig. I and II). 

It is made of two small pieces of hard wood: the Wbong and the toba]yan 

proper, i.e., the shaft of the spindle. The li，bong, which has the shape of a 

truncated cone, base upwards, serves as support for the bobbin; through it 

passes the tobâ yan proper, which at about 5 to 7 cm. from its lower end is 

provided with a small flattened knob on which the Wbong rests; the upper 

part of the shaft is some 20 cm. long, from the Wbong to its summit, where 

it is thinner and near which it is provided with a small knob pati，t ; its lower 

end likewise decreases in thickness so that it ends with an obtuse point dumping 

(see Fig. II).

The spinner first makes some 50 cm. yarn, indame\ twisting, ipuli’pul、 
the cotton with her thumb and index fingers; then she winds the yarn thus 

obtained a few times around the shaft, between the IP hong and the pati，t、 
makes a loop above the patVt and starts spinning. With her left hand she 

holds a sliver of cotton above the spindle, gradually extending her arm as 

the spinning proceeds; with the fingers of her left hand she alternately 

makes the spindle twirl, pulgi,jona, and controls the thickness of the spinning 

yarn, ipuWpulna; every time some 60 to 70 cm. yam are spun, she undoes 

the loop and winds the thread on the spindle.

To prevent the spindle twirling away from her，the spinner strews some 

lime on the surface (say, a board) on which she lets the toba[yan twirl, or else 

lets it twirl in a wooden bowl.

3. IW A L A ，N G A N ，SKEINING

The operator winds the yarn on the wala’ngan，an upright piece of wood 

of some 30 cm. in length, to which, at both its ends, a transversal piece of 

wood is mortised (see Fig. III). She ties the end of the yarn to the upright 

piece of wood, takes the wala，ngan in her left hand and begins with her 

right to wind the yarn around it, i.e.，from A to C，from C to B，from B 

to D  and from D  to A，and so forth. After all the yarn has been wound on 

the wala’ngan, she subdivides the yarn into hanks, hYlinĝ  knotting a small 

string around a number of threads : she has to count the threads which she 

so bundles into hanks, whenever she intends to weave a textile with designs.
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Finally she removes the yarn from the wala’ngan; she has then one skein, 

hintala，kid, consisting of several hriing.

4. DYEIN G

When, according to her estimate, she has enough skeins for the textile 

she intends to weave, she carefully calculates how many hi，ling of each differ

ent color will be needed and separates the desired number of hanks, hPling, 

from their skein, tala, kid，if necessary; then she ties all the hr ling for each 

particular dye in one bundle with a loose rattan strap, hugwi,t•

1 . White dye : Although the ka^po and tuklPng yarn are naturally white, 

they are given, for more resistance, a bath of boiling rice milk, inta'nnong, 

for some 10 to 15 minutes. Then she removes the several hi，ling from the 

pot and hangs them to dry, ibaj-u^na, on a horizontal stick; she stretches 

them by means of another horizontal stick to which she ties a number of 

stones，ponadoyna. White yarn is called, mumbobola\ white, or simply ka，po 

or tukirng, cotton, or indame，， yarn.

2. Blue dye, mundaHum: The tala'kid composed of a number of bPling 

is boiled for approximately one hour in a pot of water in which are some 

leaves of dcClum，a species of indigo growing in the forest.

3. Black dye: First the dyer boils the skein(s) or hank(s) in a pot os 

water in which she put some leaves and twigs of a buHu tree {Acalypha grandis, 

var. velutina、Benth., Euphorbiaceae); then she removes the tala'kid from the 

pot and immediately throws it in a trough, usually a pig’s manger, balu，nglmg、 
which is filled with mud, taken from such rice fields which have a very thick 

layer of mud; she pushes the yarn into the mud, ihuihu^tna, and kneads it 

for some time, igadVgadna. After that she goes to wash the yarn at the spring 

and repeats the whole process, up to some fifteen times (5 times a day during 

three days) until she sees，when she is washing the skein at the spring, that 

the yarn is black enough and seems fixed. Black yarn so obtained is called 

pinu'jjok; pu,jjok means, mud.

4. Yellow dye, kulaHo: The dyer pounds some tubers of the kulaUo 

plant (Curcuma t(edoariâ  Berg., Rose” Zingiberaceae) and mixes some lime in 

the kula'lo powder when it is still wet; the more lime she uses, the darker 

the yellow color will be. When she judges that the mixture of yellow powder 

is sufficiently dry, she pushes into it, ihuthu'tna  ̂ a few hi,ling of yarn, say two 

or three, kneads them, igadYgadnâ  shakes them, jagjagana and finally hangs 

them to dry in the sun, ihap-ê na.

5. Red dye: The dyer boils some small splinters of the stem of a 

bu^ngbmg tree (Pterocarpus, species, Legummosae) in a pot of water; when the 

water seems sufficiently red she bathes her skein in it and lets it boil for some 

minutes. Red yarn is called taping or tinapa、ng ; sapd'ng is the name of the
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tree (Caesalpina sappan. L., ILegumnosae) the splinters of which the Ilocano 

use to obtain a red dye for their yarn.

Since the whole process of spinning, skeining and dyeing is quite slow 

and requires much time, the Ifugaw prefer nowadays, to buy their yarn from 

outsiders for their ordinary weaving; a great variety of colors is imported; 

they buy especially tind'yyum, dark blue, which they use instead of their black, 

mudded yarn.

5. PUDU’NON , W INDING

To wind the yarn into balls, pu’dm，or pinu，dun, the Ifugaw use a kind 

of winding wheel, called pudu^nan (see Fig. IV). Since almost all Ifugaw 

textiles are warped and woven with doubled yarn (nafflup di mdame, the 

yarns are brought together), the operator puts two skeins on her pudu'nan 

and winds her ball with a thread from each skein. If  she will need a quad

ruple thread (for example for warping stripes in which she wishes to weave 

designs, see infra)y she will have to repeat the skeining operation with a 

double thread and to put two double threaded skeins on her winding ap

paratus : opa，t di natYlup，four (threads) brought together.

6. THE LOOM, A B LA ，N

The Ifugaw loom consists of a number of rods of various thickness and 

shape; the term abla^n includes the rods, the sword, the shuttle and the opera

tor^ belt; these parts are all kept together in a bundle when not actually 

used，the belt serving as tie. They are the following:

1 ) The ulu'wan (stem, head; suffix an\ the heading-rod; lit” the 

rod provided with the head, i.e., of the chain, while it is being woven. It 

is made of hard wood; it is more or less half a meter long, one inch thick, 

and is at both its ends provided with a ring or a small bulb.

2) The lolota'n (stem,んん，/，that which runs through, suffix an)̂  or warp- 

rod. Since all threads of the warp are wound around it, it can be said to 

be provided with the  ̂running through 5 action, to have the function of run

ning through the warp; it keeps the threads of the warp in their right posi

tion and also prevents the entanglement of threads. It is also made of hard 

wood，is usually a little longer than the ulu"wan and but one centimeter in 

diameter.

3) The punggul-u>nan (stem が ，/-繼，heddle，prefix pun and suffix an) the 

heddle-rod. There are two kinds of heddle-rods : the punggul-u'nan proper, 

which serves to raise all the even threads of the warp, and the punggul-u，nan 

di li’hba, the rods that raise the threads wmch make designs (see infra). The 

former, made of hard wood and of the same thickness and length as the
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lolota^n、properly belongs to the loom, while the latter are usually ordinary 

canes, which may eventually be thrown away after they have served a few 

times.

4) The tubo，ngan (stem tû bonĝ  bamboo internode, suffix an\ the gape- 

rod，lit., the bambooed rod. It raises all the odd threads of the warp, not 

by being lifted by the operator, but by its being much thicker than the other 

rods，一 about two inches thick—in this way it always forms a gape. Some 

looms have a hard wood rod instead of a bamboo tuMngan,

5) The bali’ga, the sword, likewise made of hard wood, and of the same 

length as the other rods ; for its shape and sub-terms, see Fig. V ; it serves 

to widen the gape made by the tubo'ngan and to beat up the weft thread against 

the portion of the textile already woven. The baWga has, moreover, a ritual 

significance, i.e., in magical tales it serves to open the way from the house- 

yard to the Underworld, when one of the deities makes it ladle. Besides, 

it is taboo to step over it，when it happens to lie on the ground, lest it would 

lose its ability to weave well made textiles, lest the one who uses it afterwards 

may contract an illness of the eyes or suffer a similar misfortune.

6) The hikYtan (stem hi,kit，a kind of trap net to catch bats, suffix an), 

the shuttle; the hiki，tan has more or less the shape of a miniature hi，kit, 

because of its projecting ends (see Fig. V I，a). It is not made of hard wood, 

which would make it too heavy for shooting.

7) The hagiprian (stem hagiypil̂  suffix an ; hagî pil seems to be composed 

of hrpil with infix agy h?pil meaning, double，a pair，and the infix ag inferring 

the meaning of something that is round in shape)，the pincer-rods. The 

hagiprian is composed of two rods (see Fig. VI, b) each of which is provided 

at both ends with a small fork. The warp, or the part of the textile already 

woven，passes between the two rods and is therefore pinched by them when 

the operator strongly binds them together by means of the strings of the 

kala’hig (see Fig. V I，b).

8) The kala*big is the dorsal belt by which the loom is fastened to the 

operator. It is usually a piece of leather some 40 cm. long and 12 cm. wide 

provided with strings that end in a loop (see Fig. V I，b ); these she winds 

a few times around the double hagip?Ian and hooks them into the forks.

7. M U N H A，UD，WARPING

The Ifugaw usually weave under their house. The operator strongly 

attaches the ulu"wan with ordinary strings，linu^bid, to a bamboo pole that 

rests on two of the hair pan disks or IPdi cylinders of the house posts1. If 

the bamboo pole, in this connection called pun~ablayny is put underneath one

1 ) See Francis Lambrecht, Ifugaw Villages and Houses, Publications o f  the Catholic Anthropo
logical Conference，Cath. Univ. of America, Wash. D. C , V o l.I，No. 3, p. 128.
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of the mundritg beams of the house cage, the operator goes to sit on a low 

wooden block，dalapo，ng, put on the ground more or less underneath the 

opposite mmdi，li公，she stretches her legs and feet against the hika,dan (a heavy 

piece of wood, or a stone) and fastens the kala’hig to the double hagipflan. 

Her helper then connects both ends of the ulu'wan with those of the double 

hagipPlan by means of the loop string called topô ng (see Fig. VII). When 

the necessary adjustments have been made, the three rods needed for warping 

are inserted at a suitable distance within the reach of the sitting operator 

(operator A), as shown in Fig. V I I ; the three rods are the lolota’n, the 

punggul-u'nan  ̂ and the tubo’ngan.

1 he frame being thus ready for warping, operator A first knots or twists 

a double thread to the topo，ng at her left, near the tuho，ngan rod; this is the 

guH-tm thread from the ginuH-un ball,a ball specially wound from a hank, 

hi，ling、with white yarn and a hank with black yarn ; it must serve to make the 

loops of the heddle(s). Having attached it, she leads it across the frame, 

in front of the tuho、ngan，and lets the ball fall on the ground.

Operator A takes then the first ball of yarn for the warp, knots or twists 

its end likewise to the topo，ng at her left side，near the hagipi7Ian, passes the ball 

under the guH-un (the thread that runs across the frame, as said above), under 

the tubo’ngan, above the punggul-û nan̂  under the lolotayny winds it once around 

the lolotcCn and drops it into the basket wmch her helper, (operator B) standing 

there，holds. Operator B moves the basket (in this connection the basket 

is called punhau>dan) with the ball, which winds off, to the ulu、wan, takes the 

ball, passes it above the ulu"wan  ̂drops it in the basket and brings basket and 

ball back to and under the lolota'n.

Meanwhile operator A has twisted or knotted the end of a second ball to 

the topo'ngy passed it above the gu'l-un thread, under the tuho’ngan, the pung- 

gul-u'nan and lolota，n rods，wound it once around the lolota，n and now drops 

it in the basket of operator Bs while she takes with her other hand the Erst 

ball; this she passes under all the rods and, from below, around the hagipPlan. 

Continuing with this ball, she passes it under the gu，l-m thread and the tuboyng- 

an rod, above the pung^ul-u'nan rod，under the lolota，n rod, winds it around 

the lolota’n，drops the ball into the basket, takes the second ball, passes it under 

all the rods and around the hagipi，lan. Then she brings the ball toward the 

tuWngati while she moves with her other hand the guH-un over the tuMngan) 

so that now the loop will be formed beyond the tubo’ngan, passes the ball under 

the tubo'ngan and above the gu，l-m, under the pungul-u'nan and lolota'n, winds 

it once around the lolota,n and drops it into the basket.

This fourfold (see Fig. VII) operation is continually repeated until the 

whole warp is set. Both operators must of course see that each thread of

1 ) See p. 5.
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the upper chain always runs over or under the rods exactly next to the thread 

that has already been warped, and avoid overlappings; they may, therefore, 

have to interrupt their work in order to make the necessary adjustments, 

especially when the operator is not skillful.

Whenever a new ball must be used, its end is simply twisted to the end 

of the old one; likewise when a thread breaks, nabha，t. I f  a thread of another 

color must be worked into the warp, or else one which is opa，t di natriup 

(see supra)̂  for instance, for warping stripes, it is merely twisted to the last 

thread of the lower chain near the hagipYlan  ̂that is to say in that part of the 

warp which cannot be woven anyway, so that no defect in the textile will 

appear.

During the warping operation the tubo，ngan rod serves as heddle-rod in

stead of the punggul-u>nan which is properly the heddle-rod ; obviously, hed- 

dling is easier when the thread that must catch the even threads of the warp 

can run, to and fro, over a rod that has a larger diameter.

All odd threads pass above the pungg4l-u>nan rod (which, after the warping 

operation, will be exchanged with the tubo，ngati) : they are called binVtag. 

Those that pass under that rod, the even threads, are called gim/l-un. The 

threads on the lolotcC n are said to be miff bod (stem li，bod, conveys the idea of 

winding a string or a rope around something). The lower chain is called 

mundald'm  ̂ i.e., the one that runs underneath.

8. MUN-ABO^L, WEAVING

The warp being wholly set, operator B removes the threads that are 

knotted to the topd'ng and twists them to the first and second thread of the 

warp; then she removes the topo，ng strings, which are not needed any more 

and which would hinder weaving.

Operator A interchanges the tubo，ngan rod with the punggul-u'nan rod 

using thereto a third rod; then, with the help of operator B, she carefully 

adjusts and tightens the chain between the two halves of the hagipYIan, adjusts 

also all the rods and warp threads especially where they encircle the lolota，n ; 

she then starts weaving.

She moves the tubo，ngan toward the pungguレu，nan ; so she obtains a gape, 

ta，kang, in front of the punggul-Wmn，she inserts the sword, iku，dunaj bali’ga, 

in the gape, moves it toward the hagipflan and makes it enlarge the gape 

and raise the hmftag threads down to the hagipYlan or, later, to the last 

pick. Then she makes the sword stand in the gape and shoots the shut

tle, hiki，tan. To shoot a thread through the gape is called paka'n, lit. to 

feed; the thread shot through a gape obtained by the tubo'ngan is called 

linno，ng. After having adjusted the thread, she beats it up with the sword, 

hodhodô na.
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The operator then moves the tuboyngan toward the lolotâ n̂  with the right 

hand pushes it as strongly as she can above the lolota,n, at the same time 

straightening her body a little to distend the chain; with her left hand she 

raises the punggul-u,nan and consequently all the ginu'l-m threads, she inserts 

the sword, stretches the chain，mumpond> by bending her body backward, 

makes the sword stand in the gape (see Fig. I), shoots the shuttle from the left， 

adjusts the thread, which is now called tincCg-e, the raised one, and beats it 

up with the sword.

These are the two operations, which she has to repeat until the cloth 

is woven. However after she has beaten up the second pick，she inserts a 

small angular rod, la，lag, and carefully adjusts it making it run parallel to the 

hagtprlan and exactly perpendicular with the warp threads; before she goes 

on alternately shooting her linno，ng and tinâ g-e threads, she knots the loose 

end of the first pick to the last thread of the warp, or else works it in with 

her fingers.

As the weaving proceeds，the fabric gradually approaches the lolota^n. 

She has therefore time and again to move the lolota，n in the direction or the 

ulu'wan: with one hand she presses the warp threads in front or the lolotd'n 

downward and with the other hand she pushes the lolota，n upward, lonngo’na. 

As the fabric continually grows，there comes a time when her shooting oper

ations become difficult; she then unties the hagipYlan and pulls the whole 

chain toward her, so that the woven fabric will become a part of the mmdalo,m 

chain，and after some time reach from below the ulu"wan̂  pass around it and 

finally reach the lolota’n. Then the operator has to stop: a small part of the 

warp can，t be woven, it is called the hu'j-ut.

I f  the textile she has woven needs to be fringed, for example a geestring 

or a hip bag，she cuts the hu'y-ut at some distance from the last and from 

the first pick, and uses these unwoven ends to twist the fringes. In the other 
alternative, she cuts off the entire hu'j-ut̂  makes the hem, lupita，na, and sows 

it, kugu、tana.

In former times the Ifugaw made their needles，to"nut̂  from bamboo 

strips; to attach the thread to the bamboo splinter they masticated and 

rubbed its end to separate the fibres from each other; then they twisted a 

double thread, tanta’n、to the fibres; finally they twisted an ordinary single 

thread, indame\ to the tanta’n double one (see Fig. VIII).

Whenever the weaver wishes to stop weaving, she rolls up, ludu'nona  ̂

the whole thing, fabric, warp and rods，beginning with the hagipYlan  ̂ending 

with the uMwan and winding the kala^big around her loom.

The foregoing is a description of the simple weaving process to obtain 

a textile without designs; we shall describe the more complicated processes 

in the course of our descriptions of the various Ifugaw textiles.

Whenever the operator has some difficulty to raise her threads, because
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they ceased to be smooth, she rubs the warp with some wax, Wlhu

II. T E X T ILE S  AS W O V E N  IN  K IA N G A N

The Ifugaw of Kiangan weave blankets, geestrings, skirts, upper gar

ments, belts, hip and hand bags. After having removed the fabric from 

the loom，they do the finishing work: they join pieces, twist fringes，make 

hems, embroider as required by the particular textile they may have woven 

and in accordance with traditional patterns. A number of textiles have not 

only embroidered designs but also woven designs. Since these are ob

tained in two different manners, i.e., by raising design heddles and by dyeing, 

we have to classify the various textiles under two headings. Our description 

will keep to the following subdivisions:

A. Textiles without dyed designs:

1 . Blankets :

a. Gdmong Blankets

b. Bayayong Blankets

c. Ha'pe Blankets

d. Kinto^g Blankets

2. Geestrings:

a. Bimhla，n Geestrings

b. Tindnnong Geestrings

c. Pini，mz Geestrings

3. Skirts:

a. Ing^algele'tget skirts

b. Intinlu^ Skirts

c. Indinwa  ̂ Skirts
4. Upper Garments or 'L.d'mma

5. Belts: Ma，ja d

6. Bags:

a. Pinu^hha Hip Bags

b. Amba’jong Hip Bags

c. 'Libu t̂an Hand Bags

B. Textiles with Dyed Designs

1 . Dyeing Process 

2 . Inld"dang Blankets

3. GamVt Skirts

4. PinVwa Geestrings

5. KupYling and Tagdktak Geestrings.
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A. Textiles W ithout Dyed Designs

1 . Blankets
All blankets are made of at least three pieces，each piece being approxi

mately as wide as the ulu" wan and hagipYlan rods allow. The middle pieces 

are called the body of the blanket, ado，Ina (lit.，its body); they are two if the 

blanket is made of four pieces. The side pieces are called bairngbing ; a nar
row band with fringes, borders the width of the blanket on both sides (ex

cept with the kinto^g blankets), which is separately woven and is called talû ng- 

tung. The right side is called the blanket’s back, odo、gna (lit.，its back)，the 

reverse side is the blanket5s stomach，putu，na (lit., its stomach).

a. Gâ mong Blankets

Gd'mong blankets are specifically blankets for the dead. Corpses, before 

they are buried, are enveloped in at least two blankets: the outer one should 

be a go"mong. The relatives of the deceased, if they happen to have no go"mong 

in reserve，will do all that they can in order to secure one and, eventually, 

pay a high price for it. I f  they happen to have one ready made or can buy 

one before the corpse is put on the death chair, they fold it nicely and put 

it on the seat of the death chair.

It is made of four pieces, two middle pieces, ado,Ina，two hali’ngbing， 
and two border pieces, talu，ngtmg. All of them are very loosely woven, 

ugge" nahodho,d, for the operator does not well beat up the picks，in order 

to save some yarn; moreover, one of the baffngbing is very loosely sewn 

to the middle piece, because it is torn off before they move the corpse 

thru the opening into the grave. They do so, not exactly because they wish 

to save a part of the textile, but to prevent the other dead buried in the same 

grave from being jealous ; if they should be displeased, they may molest the 

living in one or another way.

Warping of the two middle pieces, ado，Ina, its body.2

The operators，yam is double-threaded; they use black3 white and red 

balls. The distance between the H a n  and hagipYlan rods is about three 

meters; hence the blanket will have a length of approximately 2.70 m. The 

warp threads are wound as follows :

2) Our descriptions, in which we list definite numbers of threads and well determined combi

nations of stripes formed either by the warp or by the weft, should not be understood as if all textiles, 

of whatever kind they may be, were uniformly woven, in all cases and in all places, in exactly the same 

manner as we have described them. The weavers* preferences will reduce or increase the number 

of threads, stripes, designs; still, all that they weave will remain characteristically “ ifugaw ’，，and 

will be woven in the way we put it with but little difference.
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8 black bini，tag threads alternating with 8 black gim，l-m threads;

6 white binPtag threads alternating with 6 black ginu，l-m threads;

91 white bini，tag threads alternating with 90 white gimCレun threads;

o black ginuH-un threads alternating with 6 white bini，tag threads;

8 black gim，l-m threads alternating with 8 black hinVtag threads;

8 white ginuH-un threads alternating with 8 white bmvtag threads;

8 black gmuH-un threads alternating with 8 black bini，tag threads;

6 white ginu，1-un threads alternating with 6 black bini，tag threads;

91 white ginu，1-un threads alternating with 90 white hmt，tag threads;

o black bmt，tag threads alternating with 6 white gmuH-un threads;

3 white bini，tag threads alternating with 3 white ginuH-un threads, which will 

form a 6 and 6 stripe when joined to the second middle piece，whose threads 

will be warped in inverted order.

Weaving of the middle pieces.

Right above the two initial picks and the small la，lag rod (see p. 8)， 

the operator weaves the pa’gpag design, which is composed of the hinu'lgi 

design and the binongo，gan design with its head, u l̂una, and its teeth, hab-a’na， 
(see Fig. IX )

The term pa’gpag conveys the idea of what has been repeatedly beaten 

with a stick {mumpa>gpag9 to beat repeatedly with a small stick, pag pd'gan  ̂

to beat sometmng, for ex.，a gong, a board，repeatedly with a stick).

The term hinongo,gan is composed of the stem bo，ngog, a kind of mole- 

cricket, the infix in, and the suffix an，conveying the iaea of similarity and 

plurality, respectively; consequently this design could be called the mole- 
cricket design.

The term him，Igt xs composed of the stem im，Igi，which conveys the idea 

of deviation, and the infix in conveying the idea of plurality. The term is 

mostly applied to rice ears that bend on their stalks, or to obliquous lines. 

The design would therefore infer the idea of ' bending lines，.

To obtain this design the operator has to heddle a number of sets of 

warp threads. She slowly inserts a pointed rod in the chain at a short distance 

from and behind the pungguレu，nan，in order to be able to lift up all the warp 

threads she wants to raise; she helps the action of the rod with the fingers 

of her left hand. Then she raises the rod and xn the p-at»e so obtained she 

inserts a double (white-and-black) thread by means of another round rod. 

Thus far she has separated the set of threads for one design heddle，Whha. 

After that, she first removes the pointed rod and slowly inserting it again 

she makes it loop the wnite-and-black thread; i.e., she takes up with her 

pointed rod the white-and- Dlack thread (the gu，l-un or heddle thread) every 

time she meets a warp thread that is raised by the round rod, taking care 

that her pointed rod passes above the first raised warp thread under the 

gul-u'n thread from behind, above the second raised warp thread, under the
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gul-u，n thread from in front of it, above the third raised warp thread, under 

the gul-u，n thread from behind it，and so forth，until she has looped the whole 

set of threads. Finally she knots both ends of the white-black ̂ ul-u'n thread 

to her rod and removes the other one.

She repeats the same operation as many times as she needs a different 
set of threads to be raised for her design. However, if a particular set of 

threads must be raised only a few times for her design, she does not give 

that set a special heddle-rod, that is，she will raise that set only when needed 

by inserting a small rod as she did in the heddling operation described above ; 

obviously, she wants to avoid having too many heddle-rods.

When all her sets of threads are heddled, she begins weaving her textile 

with its traditional designs.

Weaving a gd'mong blanket, she must at once begin making the pa，gpag, 

namely its him，lgL This design is formed by the weft-threads. Four differ

ent sets of warp threads must be raised (see Fig. X , sets ABCD), which she 

takes from the bini，tag as well as from the ginu，l-un threads; therefore the 

main pungul-u,nan and the main tubo，ngan are not needed，since she has 

changed the initial warp combination (of binPtag threads always alternating 

with 运nu、l-un threads) by her four heddles.

The operator raises one punQgul-u"nan di li，hha, in the gape so obtained 

she inserts a smaller sword, moves it toward her until it is blocked by the 

mainpunggul-u^nan and makes it stand ; in the gape formed in front of the main 

punggul-u'nan she inserts her main baWga and moves it toward her and makes 

it stand ; she shoots a special shuttle through the ^ape, i.e., a shuttle on which 

a double black thread is wound, the warp threads being also double. This 

first pick she beats up a little with her sw o rd . I h e  following picks are 

obtained in the same manner, but by raising every time another set of threads; 

however if the punggul-u'nan di ffhha happens to be the second, third, or fourth 

of the series，the small balPga which she inserted in the gape cannot be moved 

as far as the main punggul-u’mn, for it is blocked by the first (eventually by 

the two, three first) pung^ul-u>nan di Whha ; but a gape will be formed in front 

of the first pung^ul-u^nan di lî hha, in which she then will insert another small 

bali’ga (or a small tubo n̂gati) to obtain a gape in front of the main punggul-uynan.

To weave the binongo，mn design the process is the same; in fact it is always 

the same for all kinds of woven designs，whether they be formed by the warp 

or by the weft threads; we, therefore, shall not repeat the description of the 

process; it is clear, however, that the skill of the operator plays its part in 

the operation, for a less skillful weaver may have to use one or two more 

small swords in order to transfer the gape to the front of the main pung^ul— 

whenever the set of threads she had to raise is raised by one of the 

last punggul-u"nan di IVhha of a series of eleven or more. Small swords can 

also be called hu，k lit.
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There are six sets of threads to be raised for the binongo，gan (see Fig. X I， 

sets ABCDEF) design and its teeth, bab-â na (see Fig. X I ) ; furthermore, 

two sets more for its head, u、luna (see Fig. X I sets GH), which, however, will 

not be given a pung^ul-u>nan di IPhha.

The design is also obtained by the weft threads. The heddle threads 

are all taken from the binYtag warp threads. For this reason there are four 

successive operations. First she raises one design heddle，transfers the gape 

to the front of the main punggul-u’nan) as described above, inserts her main 

balVgâ  moves it toward the hagipYlan  ̂ makes it stand in the gape, shoots a 

shuttle which has a quadruple back thread through the gape, and beats up 

the pick a little. Then she removes the bali’ga，raises the main punggul-u^nan 

(which raises all the even threads of the wrap, that is, all the ginuU-un)̂  inserts 

again her main bali’ga，moves it towards herself, makes it stand and shoots 

a shuttle which has a double white thread through the gape, and beats up 

the pick. This pick (a double white thread, not a quadruple one) is hidden 

by the quadruple thread where the design is formed and can only be seen 

at the wrong side of the fabric ; on the other hand, it is seen on the right side 

of the fabric where the design is not formed, while then on the wrong side 

only the quadruple black thread is seen. Then she raises another design 

heddle and repeats the first operation. The fourth operation is the same as 

the second，except that the gape is obtained by raising all the mm7tag warp 

threads, namely by moving the main tubo，ngan down to the main punggul—

" ，"服

The pa、gpag design is made over the whole width of the chain; con

sequently it runs through the longitudinal stripes of the warp. The wrong 

side displays the negative of the design. When the design is entirely woven, 

the operator continues weaving, always using the shuttle with a double white 

thread, making her gapes alternatively by raising the pung^il-u'nan and by 

moving downward her tubd'ngan. She makes a second but inverted pipgag 

design for the other side of the blanket. Since the chain is double, she 

immediately weaves a third pa’gpag and finally toward the end a fourth inverted 

pa^gpag. She will then have the two pieces for the adoHna of her gd'mong 

blanket.

The black stripes3 at the side of the speckled stripes are called wi，ngi 

(lit., the siding stripe; wPngi with verbal suffix on, wingiywny to turn, say, 

the head, sidewards).Ihe speckled stripes are called ginoHja (stem goHjâ  

specks，with infix in conveying the iaea of plurality; ginoUja, speckled). The 

complex of the black and speckled stripes (at both sides of the fabric) or the 

complex of the speckled, black，white, black and speckled stripes (in the miadle

3) The black stripes are not really black, but speckled, since the threads of the weft are wmte; 

but in comparison with those that are called gino^lya (speckled stripes) they are so to say black, the 

difference between the two kinds being well marked.
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of the fabric) is called ha^bak, this term being applied to broad stripes, whether 

they are composed of one or more sub-stripes, or not.

The fact that the weaver does not strongly beat up her picks causes the 

fabric to distend laterally at both its sides, if she is not skilled and time and 

again allows her picks to be a little too long; hence the design may appear 

to be deprived of its symmetry, napaê wet, especially at its sides，where it is 

manipulated when the operator sews the various pieces of the blanket together.

Warping of the two bairngbing or side pieces.

All the threads are double except the black ones of the design stripes, 

which are quadruple, as we shall indicate.

6 black bini，tag threads alternating with 6 black ginuH-un threads 

6 red binPtag threads alternating with 6 red ginuU-un threads 

6 black bini，tag threads alternating with 6 black ginuUrn threads

6 red binP tag threads alternating with 6 red gim、1-un threads

I black binP tag thread and 1 black gmuH-un thread

I I  quadruple black bini，tag threads alternating with 10 double

5 times く white gim,l-un threads 

1 black ginu，l-un thread and one black bini，tag thread 

6 red ginuH-un threads alternating with 6 red him tag threads 

6 black QinuH-un threads alternating with 6 black him3tak threads

36 red ginu，l-un threads alternating with 35 red binY tag threads

6 black binVtag threads alternating with 6 black gim，l-un threads 

6 red hmf tag threads alternating with 6 red ginu，l-un threads

1 black bmf tag thread and 1 black gim，l-m thread

3 times く 11 quadruple black bini，tag threads alternating with 10 double 

white gim，1-un threads

1 black gim，l-m thread and 1 black htm，tag thread 

6 red ginu，l-un threads alternating with 6 red bmr tag threads 

36 black gim，l-un threads alternating with 35 black him，tag threads

6 red bini，tag threads alternating with 6 red gim，レun threads

1 black bzni，tag thread and 1 black gim，レm  thread

j■丄 quadruple black bini"tag threads alternating with 10 double white gim，l-m 

threads

1 black gim，l-m thread and 1 black bin?tag thread 

6 red gim，l-m threads alternating with 6 red bini，tag threads 

6 black ginu，l-un threads alternating with 6 black bini，tag threads 

6 red gmuH-un threads alternating with 6 red bini，fag threads 

6 black ginu'l-un threads alternating with 6 black bini，tag threads

Weaving of the bairngbing.

The operator uses only one shuttle with a double black thread. The 

designs, which she forms on all the stripes, which are warped with quadruple
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black bin?tag and double white gim，レun threads, are obtained by raising the 

quadruple black threads together with all the 珍nu,レun threads. The design 

is, therefore, formed by the warp threads. Normally such stripes would be 

speckled, because of the white threads that alternate with the thick black ones 

(in fact they are speckled stripes on the wrong side of the fabric;, but the 
quadruple black threads being raised three times consecutively, (the thinner 

white ones only once by the punggul-u*nan) mde the white specks, which ap

pear only where the black threads are not raised.

The operator heddles six sets of quadruple black threads. There are

11 quadruple black threads ; the first heddle raises threads 1,3, 5，7，9，and 

1 1 ; the second，threads 2，4, 6，8，and 10; the third, 3，5，7, and 9; the 

fourth, threads 4，6，and 8; the fitth, threads 5 and /; the sixth, thread 6.

When raised in this order and then in inverted order (except the sixth 

which is raised only once) these heddles form the linu，hhong design, having 

more or less the shape of an Ifugaw mortar or trough in which rice is pounded 

(see Fig. X II).

Besides the lim yhhong designs a number of other ones are usually made 

in such stripes, for which the operator will have to raise other sets of threads, 

but she does not give them special heddle rods, but will just raise them by 

means of a small sword, hu，klit, as already explained above.

The various designs are the following (see Fig. X II).

U rn，bhong (stem luho、ng、mortar, infix in conveying the idea of similarity, and 

reduplication of 力，conveying a diminutive idea to the word), a design like 

a small mortar;

Tma'ggu (stem ta\u. man, infix in and reduplication of g)y a design like a little 

man ; also with double reduplication : tinata^ggu; 

im^ddo (stem Fdo, python, infix in, which is prefixed because the stem begins 

with a vowel, and reduplication or d), python design;

'Linu^hhong an napaya，kan，mortar design provided with wings {pz\yak, wing, 

with prefix na and suffix an，conveying the idea of c provided w ith，）; 

hm、log (stem u,log, snake, and prefixed infix in) snake design; also with re
duplication in uH  log ;

TinStete，te (stem te、te、ladder, infix in and reduplication tete\ ladder design; 

Ina^ttip (stem atPp  ̂a kind of edible beetle, prefixed suffix in and reduplication 

of /)，beetle design;

BmannPja (stem bani'ja, lizzard, infix in and reduplication of n\ lizzard design ; 

nim 民f  tan (stem hi，kit, net to catch bats, with suffix an means，shuttle; and 

infix in), shuttle design;

H.inolho>Igat (stem ho，Igat, barb of spear blade; hinoHgat̂  a kind of spear the 

blade of which is provided with three or more pairs of barbs, reduplication 

bol)y spear-head-with-barbs design ;
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Inan-a^ntak (stem a3ntaky species of beans, prefixed suffix in, reduplication an) 

beans design;

Kinatiha’nglan (katiba^nglan, tree fern，with infix in'), the design is a number of 

lozenge figures，more or less like those on the stem of tree ferns.

Each design is usually separated from the next one by 2 or 3 transversal 

black stripes, holda，k (lit., partition), obtained by raising the first heddle rod 

(which raises threads 1，3，5，7，9 and 11). When the operator has finished 

weaving the whole design, she shoots her shuttle a few times (for ex” 5 

times), raises the said heddle together with the main pung^il-u>nan̂  and shoots 

again her shuttle a few times，so that speckled lines separate holda^k from 

holda， and from the next design.

Warping the talu，ngtung，the band to be sewn to the two sides of its width.

10 black bini,tag threads alternating with 10 black 运nu、1-un threads 

6 red him7tag threads alternating with 6 red ginu，lun threads 

8 black bini，tag threads alternating with 8 black 这m ，1-un threads

6 red btm,tag threads alternating with 6 red ginu，1-un threads 

8 black bini,tag threads alternating with 8 black ginuH-un threads 

14 black binPtag threads alternating with 13 white gitm，1-un threads 

8 black gim，l-m threads alternating with 8 black bmr tag threads

6 red gmuH-un threads alternating with 6 red bini，fag threads

8 bh,c\i ginu"l-un threads alternating with 8 black binVtag threads

6 red gim，l-m threads alternating with 6 red bini，tag threads

10 black gimH-un threads alternating with 10 black bini,tag threads

Weaving the talu'ngtung.

It is the same as that of the bairngbing pieces，but the operator, after she 

has shot her shuttle a few times，inserts into the left side of the warp a small 

white mnge and，after a few picks, another one, then at an interval of about 

two inches a red fringe，and again, after a few picks，another red one. So 

she borders the talu'ngtung with fringes，ba’bong (lit.，flower of narra tree), in 

pairs. She takes her threads for the fringes from the unwoven part of other 

pieces of the blanket: the white ones from the hu'j-ut of the ado’lna, the red 

ones from the hu'j-ut of the bairngbing ; she cuts these unwoven warp elements 

into equal lengths of about 2 inches ; she folds three or four double-threads, 

twists the folded end a couple of times and inserts the twisted end of it into 

the warp.

The two selvedged pieces of the ado，Ina are joined together by an oblique 

or an overcasting stitch ku，gut (see Fig. X III, e)，likewise the two bairngbing 

with the ado，IncL The thread is not drawn tight, when that bairngbing which 

must be torn off at the grave is joined，and stitches are distanced.

Before joining the taMngtung to the adoHna and bali’ngbing, the seamstress 

makes the necessary double foldover and works it with a hemming stitch，
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also called ku,gut• The tahCngtung are joined to the hem by a loose and dis

tanced overcasting stitch, since these will also be torn off from the gâ mong.

b. Baja，ong Blankets

Baja，ong blankets are, theoretically at least, the blankets of the wealthy. 

They have the same value as the go"mong blankets. Besides being used pro

perly as blankets during the night, they serve as an upper garment, occasionally 

as a turban, mostly for older people, on festival days such as marriage feasts. 

Besides, custom requires that shamans wear a blanket while they perform 

their rites ; the younger shamans wear usually a ha，pe blanket (see infra) while 

the older ones a baja，ong blanket, if they have one.

Warp of the ado，Ina

All warp threads are double except the black one for the design stripes.

7 black bini’tag threads alternating with 7 black ginuU-un threads 

6 red bini,tag threads alternating with 6 red gmuH-un threads

I black bini，fag thread and one black ginu，1-un thread

I I  quadruple black bini，tag threads alternating with 10 double 

white ginu、1-un threads

2 times \ 1 black ginu，l-un thread and 1 black binYtag thread 

6 red gim，l-m threads alternating with 6 red bini，tag threads

6 black gim ，l-m threads alternating with 6 black binYtag threads

7 red ginu，l-un threads alternating with 6 red bini，fag threads 

35 black bini，tag threads alternating with 35 black gim, 1-un threads

6 red bini，tag threads alternating with 6 red ginu'l-un threads 

6 black bini,tag threads alternating with 6 red ginu，l-un threads 

6 red binrtag threads alternating with 6 black 适nu，l，un threads

I black bini，tag thread and 1 black gim，l-un thread

I I  quadruple black threads alternating with 10 double white 

gim，1-un threads

3 times {1  black ginuH-un thread and 1 black binYtag thread 

6 red ginuH-un threads alternating with 6 red hmi，tag threads

6 black ginuH-un threads alternating with 6 black bini-tag threads

7 red ginuH-un threads alternating with 6 red bini’tag threads

35 black bini，tag threads alternating with 35 black gim71-un threads

6 red bini，tag threads alternating with 6 red gim，1-un threads

0 black bini，tag threads alternating with 6 black ginu  ̂1-un threads

6 red bini，tag threads alternating with 6 red ginû l-un threads

2 times {1  black bini，tag thread and 1 black 适nu，l-un thread

11 quadruple black bmt>tag threads alternating with 10 double white 

gim，l-un threads

1 black ginu，1-un thread and 1 black bini，すag thread
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6 red gim，l-un threads alternating with 6 red bin?tag threads

7 black gim，l-m threads alternating with 7 black binVtag threads.

Weft of the ado,Ina

It is the same as that of the bairngbing of a gâ mong blanket; however no 

other designs than the linu^hhong (separated by one or two holda^k) are woven.

Warp and weft of the bairngbing

Both the warp and the weft of the bairngbing pieces are the same as those 

of the balPngbing of a ga'mong blanket, but usually the operator weaves a 

greater variety of designs (see Fig. XII).

Warp and weft or the talu，ngtmg

Both the warp and weft of the talu'ngtung are the same as those of the 

talu，ngtung of a ga，tnong blanket; but the fringes are not inserted by pairs: 

fringes are inserted one inch apart, the red ones alternating with the white 

ones.

c. Ha'pe Blankets

Haype blankets, though they have but half the value of the baja，ong, 
were still regarded as the blankets of the wealthy in former times. Their 

use is the same as that of the baja，ong; however, they are worn more fre

quently by young than by old people.

Since ha'pe blankets are made of but three pieces，which are all alike, 

the term baliyngbing for the 2 side pieces is usually not used: all three are 

called adoyIna,

Warp, weft of the adoylna and talu，ngtung.

All threads are double.

200 black bini，tag threads alternating with 200 black gim，レm  threads

36 white hmt，tag threads alternating with 35 white gim，l-m threads 

200 black gim，l-tm threads alternating with 200 black bini，tag threads.

No designs are woven into the blanket. Only one shuttle with a double 

black thread is used.

The talu'ngtung is the same as that of the baja，ong blankets, but it is some

times sewn to the hem with a white and red thread alternatively.

The pieces of the adoHna are joined together by passing the needle through 

both pieces with thread underneath the needle. The design so obtained is 

called inolô ng (stem olo，ng, nose, and prefixed infix in conveying the idea of 

similarity), nose-like design (see Fig. X II a, b, c). The pieces of a bayd'ong 

blanket may eventually be joined together with such a stitch.

d. Kinto，g Blankets

Kinto，& blankets are rarely woven at present, but in former times, when 

the Ifugaw could not buy their yarn from outsiders, they were most com
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mon. The term hinkintoga，n (prefix of units hin, stem kinto'g and suffix an) 

is still in use to-day; it is applied to pigs and means ‘ a pig exchangeable for 

one kinto,g blanket,’ although at present no one would sell a pig for such 

a blanket. The word is therefore used in the meaning of an ordinary pig.

Blankets used to carry the baby in are nowadays often mnto、g blankets; 

when they are made and used for that purpose they are called oba'tt*

A kinto、g blanket is made of three pieces like the ha，pe ; it has no talu，ng- 
tung; its yarn is double, that of the shuttle always white, that of the warp 

as follows :

5 white binrtag threads alternating with 5 white ginuyl-un threads 

25 black binPtag threads alternating with 25 black ginu，l-un threads 

10 white binVtag threads alternating with 10 black gim，l-m threads 

226 white hm ’tag threads alternating with 225 white ginu，l-m threads 

10 black ginu，l-un threads alternating with 10 white binrtag threads 

25 black gim，レm  threads alternating with 25 black binrtag threads 

5 white gim,l-un threads alternating with 5 white hmf tag threads.

The speckled stripes are called ginoUja; the wide white middle stripe 

together with the speckled stripes at its sides are called ha^bak; the black 

stripe at the side of each speckled stripe is called wi，ngi.

The pieces are joined together with an oblique or an overcasting stitch 

(see Fig. X III, e); hemming is done with the ordinary hemming stitch.

2. Geestrings
The Ifugaw of Kiangan weave six kinds of geestrings : three with and 

three without dyed designs. Ihe  former, since the designs are obtained by 

a dyeing process，will be described infra.

a. Binuhla^n Geestrings

A bimhla，n geestring is about 2.50 m.long and some 25 cm. wide. It 

has a large red stripe in its middle and for this reason it is called binuhla'n. 

The term, indeed, is composed of the stem hu,hul, enemy, the infix in and the 

suffix an，which draws the accent and causes the syncopation of the second 

"，a pepet vowel; literally binuhla^n means cc the be-enemy-ed ’，_ Red is the 

color of the Sun deity, who is the god of war ； plants with red leaves are 

used in the sacrifices offered to the Sun deity, likewise a cock with reddish 

feathers is killed in headhunting rites; moreover, red is the color of blood. 

We would therefore think that the term bu^hul, “ enemy ”，is but a substitute 

for i ’ngit, “ red ” ; so, instead of calling the geestring iningt'tan they call it 

binuhla^n, just as in latin poetry the word Mars is used for war, Ceres for 

wheat, Venus for love.

The term mabinuhla>n is applied to a middle sized pig, which could be 

bartered for one hinuhla，n in former times.
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Warp of bimhla，n geestrings ; all double threads.

10 black bini，tag threads alternating with 10 black ginu，l-m threads 

1 white binP tag thread,1 red gim，l-m thread,1 white bin?tag thread 

70 black gim，l-tm threads alternating with 70 black binYtag threads 

1 yellow gtnuH-un thread and 1 yellow binYtag thread 

1 red gim，l-m thread and 1 red bini，tag thread

1 black ginuy 1-un thread,1 black bin?tag thread and 1 black gim，l-m thread 

1 red bini,tag thread and 1 red înuH-un thread 

1 yellow bini，tag thread and 1 yellow gim，l-tm thread

1 black bini，tag thread,1 black gim，レm  thread and 1 black bmf tag thread 

1 white ginu，l-un thread

1 black bini,tag thread,1 black gmuH-un thread and 1 black tnnr tag thread 

18 red gim，レun threads alternating with 17 red bini，tag threads 

1 black bini,tag thread,1 black gim，1-un thread and 1 black bini，tag thread 

1 white Qinu，l-un thread

1 black bini，tag thread,1 black gim，l-m thread and 1 black bmf tag thread 

1 yellow gim，l-m thread and 1 yellow bini，tag thread 

1 red ginuH-un thread and 1 red bmi，tag thread

1 black gim，レm  thread,1 black bini，tag thread and 1 black ginu'l-un thread 

1 red bini，tag thread and 1 red gtnuH-un thread 

1 yellow mnrtag thread and 1 yellow gimU-m thread 

70 black binrtag threads alternating with 70 black ^nuU-un threads 

1 white binrtag thread,1 red ginuH-un thread and 1 white bmr tag thread

10 black gim，l-un threads alternating with 10 black bini，tag threads.

Weft of binuhla，Th

After having shot her shuttle a few times (enough to have woven some 

5 mm. above the la"lag rod), the operator makes the kalu，mhing horizontal 

stripe，intertwining with her fingers 7 double picks with the warp threads 

(see Fig. X IX ).
The yam for her picks are taken from balls with quadruple red threads 

and double white threads. They must be as long as the width of the geestring 

when folded plus an allowance of some 8 to 10 cm. for a mnge on both 

sides, she first twists each quadruple or double thread to form one thread, 

then makes each of them double by folding them.

The first pick is formed by intertwining the two ends of such a double 

red thread with every four warp threads, nibidi，bid; the five following picks 

are made with such a double red and a double white thread, each pick being 

double-twined with every four warp threads, nihu,k』ub or nibalah-Ywê  so that 

some sort of a checker is formed; the seventh pick is like the first. The two 

ends of each double pick that reach beyond the width of the geestring are 

knotted on both sides against the first and the last warp thread, all loops having 

been cut through. The mnge-ends of the kalu"mhing are called ngu'me.
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When this kalu"mhing is made, the operator continues weaving by shooting 

her shuttle with a black thread and beating up every pick with her bali’ga, 

until the required length is woven ; but before she finishes she makes another 

kalu，mhing with only 5 or 6 picks.

In catting the hu ĵ-ut (the portion of the warp that can，t be woven) she 

cares that the multicolored warp threads may serve on both ends of the 

geestring as a loose fringe, ngu'me.

The geestring is ordinarily put on in the way described by Father Morice 

Vanoverbergh in his “ Dress and Adornment in the Mountain Province of 

Luzon.”4 Ihe  length of an Ifugaw geestring permits that it be wound 

twice or thrice around the body and that both its ends, which hang loose in 

front and at the back, reach the knees. The loose end m front is called 

dajWde，the one at the back, iipPtan、i.e., the tail.

The following decorative designs are stitched on the dqyu，de: The 

zigzag design, tiktik-u\ made by a chain stitch over the whole width of the 

fabric above the kalu^mhing stripe, once with a double yellow and once with 

a double red thread (see Fig. XIV). The tu^kkak {fuka’k, a kind of frog, the 

reduplication of the k draws the accent on the foregoing syllable, it conveys 

the idea of plurality), the frog designs. The tu^kkak consists of several designs 

stitched, the one above the other, in the middle red stripe of the daju'de; 

they are made with a double white, but thin，thread; the stitch is the same 

as that of the tiktik-u\ The designs are (see Fig. X V ):

The long beans design, inan-a，ntak;

The little man design, tina'ggu;

The lying little man design, binala，bag an tina'ggu (lit., little man put in 

horizontal position);

The shuttle design，hinik?tan ;

Ihe  basket-like design，hinukuhu^kup (reduplicated stem hu'kup with infix 

in ; hu，kup is a small more or less square bottomed and rectangular walled 

basket);

The knob-like design, pina，ttit (stem pati，t, knob, with infix /"，the re

duplicated t draws the accent on the foregoing syllable) ; the design refers 

to the so-called knob of a gong, that is, a small wing shaped piece of wood 

attached to the string which passes through the two holes of the gong.

The edges of the dqyu，de are decorated with the kut'f lap (see Fig. X II I， 

h). The seamstress stitches with a double red and a double yellow thread 

a series of triangles (button hole stitch) along both edges, five or six red ones 

alternating with five or six yellow ones.

The red stripe in the middle of the geestring is called ha’bak ; the white 

warp thread over which the black threads of the weft pass on both sides of

4) See Pub/. Anthr. Conf” Univ. o f  A.merica^ Wash., D. C., V o l.I，No. 5，p . 186 and f ig .1 a, b,

c, d.
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the ha,bak (separated however from the hd'bak by 3 black warp threads and 

the white-black-white threads, near the edges) are called matdna、its (of the 

ha，bak or of the geestring) eyes ; the complex of the narrow yellow and red 

stripes at the side of the matd'na and the side of the wide black stripes are cal

led wVngi.

b. Tind'nnong Geestrings

The tina，nnong is the geestring of the poor, at least theoretically; prac

tically nobody in Kiangan wears such a geestring at present. It has a length 

of about 2 meters and it is not wider than 15 cm. It is called tina，nnong be

cause it is completely white, that is, the processes of warping and weaving 

with a double white thread are carried through from beginning to end : the 

stem ta，nnong of tina,nnong conveys the idea of carrying through an action. 

Usually the weaver makes a kalu,tnking horizontal stripe of 5 double red picks 

at the end of its dayû de and twi,ian，a little above its short fringes, ngu、me.

c. 'PinVwa an NilPhha Geestrings

The p inH a an nilPhha is but a richer form of the binuhla^n geestring, 

because it has in its dayu)de and iwYtan a design stripe of the same kind as the 

design stripes of the balFngbing of a baja，ong blanket.

The warp is the same as that of the binuhla^ny except that the operator 

begins her warping as follows:

10 black bini,tag threads alternating with 10 black girm，l-m threads

1 red bini，tag thread and 1 white ginu，l-m thread (for a mata^na stripe)

1 white bini，tag thread,1 red gim，l-m thread and 1 white binYtag thread (for 

a matana stripe);

She finishes her warping in the same manner but, of course, in inverted 

order. So there will be one mata’na stripe more near each edge of the fabric.

When the warp is completely set, she inserts the threads needed for her 

design stripe, namely 11 quadruple black threads alternating with 10 double 

white threads (the former bini，tag，the latter gim，l-m threads). She twists 

these threads to other threads of the lower chain near the hagipi，lan，makes 

the black threads run under the tubo，ngan and above the pmggul-u，mn (the two 

rods have not thus far been interchanged) and the white threads above the 

tubd'ngan and under the punggul-u^nan until both sets reach the lolota，n, beyond 

which she cuts them off and twists their ends to other threads of the warp. 

These twistings will not spoil the beauty of the textile, for the lower ones 

fall in the /m’j-idt, while the upper ones can be untwisted when she will have 

cut off all those inserted warp threads as soon as she will have woven the 

length of a dayuJde.

She raises her sets of threads for the designs by means of the huklVt.

She works in the warp threads in the same manner for her design stripes
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in the iwVtan  ̂ however she cannot any more avoid spoiling somewhat the 

beauty of the fabric, because she has to twist her threads and at once inter

weave them; only their ends will fall in the huyy-ut.

It is clear that the day^de and the iwi，tan will be a little wider than the body 

of the geestring and that irregularities appear where the dayu>de ends and the 

iwVtan begins.

We cannot explain the term pinVwa (stem p i，wa, ?，infix in) ; seemingly 

the stemp i’wa is formed by the rootpiw ; p ? w i t ^ mean, crooked, askance, 

aslant, bent. The edges of a pini'wa blanket are crooked where the design 

stripes end, so that the meaning of “ heddled (niWhhd) crooked ” textile or 

geestring seems to be suggested. Inasmuch as thepmi'wa proper is a geestring 

in which the designs are obtained by a complicated dyeing process, this 

pmi1 wa an niirhha^ i.e., this heddled pinYwa seems to be a suitable substitute 

of the older and genuine one.

3. Skirts
The Ifugaw of Kiangan weave and wear five kinds of skirts, generically 

called ampû yo or tolge\ namely the inggdhaleytget (now out of fashion)，the 

intinlu，，the indinwa\ the gamPt (which we shall describe in the following 

section, since it belongs to that class of textiles in wmch the designs are ob

tained by a dyeing process) and the ampu ĵo an baja，ong, which is not a skirt 

proper，but three pieces of baja，ong fabric (from the balPngbing of the bayaJong 

blanket) joined together with decorative stitches and embroidered like the 

intinlu9 or the in d in ; hence, we need not describe it.

a, が  Skirts

Ihe  inggdlgale，tget (reduplicated stem gale^get, full of stripes, lines, with 
prefix in—in before g is pronounced tng), the skirt full of narrow stripes or, 

as it were，full of lines，is a short skirt which falls to reach the knees: it is 

made of two pieces of cloth joined together and is worn by women who work 

in the rice paddies; however, it is wholly out of fashion at present.

Warp and weft.

5 black double bini，tag threads alternating with 5 black double ̂ tnuH-un threads

8 wmte single binP tag threads alternating with 8 white single gim, l-un threads 

4 black double bini，tag threads alternating with 4 black double 

ginu，l-m threads
4 white double binVtag threads alternating with 4 white double 

gim,l-un threads

4 black double bin?tag threads alternating with 4 black double ginuH-un threads

8 white single bin?tag threads alternating with 8 white single gim'!-m threads

5 black double bini，tag threads alternating with 5 black double ginu" 1-un threads

9 white single binP tag threads alternating with 8 white single ginu7 l-un threads.

24 times
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Because the weaver often does not care to count her threads, some 

stripes are broader some narrower; the skirt is then said to be napae'wet̂  
irregular.

She weaves her skirt with a double black thread.

She cuts the fabric in lengths of 1.20 m. Two pieces are joined together 

by their selvedges with a stitch called takdo)g (see Fig. X III, f，g)，lit. standing. 

The edges that fray are overcast with a black and a red thread alternately. 

When the skirt is worn all stripes are horizontal.

b . Intinlu，Skirts

The intinlu' (stem /"/"，，three, with prefix and infix in)y the skirt made of 

three pieces, is typically Ifugaw.

Warp and weft:

10 white single bin?tag threads alternating with 10 white single ginu'l-un threads

11 black double binFtag threads alternating with 11 black double

gmuH-un threads

1 white single binYtag thread and 1 white single 於nu, 1-un

9 or 10 I thread

times 11 black double binrtag threads alternating with 11 black double

gim 7l-un threads

4 white single bmiytagthrczds alternating with 4 white single oinu l̂— 

un threads

11 white single bmf tag threads alternating with 10 white singlegmuy/-un threads.

One shuttle with a double black thread is used for the weft.

The pieces are joined together with a takdo，g stitch: a few stitches with 

a black thread alternate with the same number of stitches with a white thread. 

This is the more decorative way to join pieces.

The upper and lower selvedges are decorated by the kuff lap design (see 

Fig. X III, j ) : 6 or 7 triangles stitched with a red thread alternating with

6 or 7 triangles with a black thread (button hole stitch).

The edges that fray are hemmed and first sewn with a black and red thread 

alternately; then over the hem the hambuHud (stem buHud̂  crest, with prefix 

han-n before b is pronounced 浓-which seems to be an article) is embroidered : 

a series of blanket stitches; 2 inches with a red thread and I  inches with a 

yellow thread, until the whole hem is so covered (see Fig. X I I I，j).

c. Indinwa'' Skirts

The indinwd> (stem duwa\ two，with prefix and infix m)，skirt made of 

two pieces, is also typically Ifugaw; it is however less frequently woven, 

because it is shorter than the intinl心  although quite longer than the ingal- 

gale，tget working skirt.

The indinwd> is warped with the same number of stripes and threads in
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each stripe as the intinlu，，but all white threads are double ; the fabric is wider, 

when weaving is completed, and the two pieces joined together make a skirt 

that is but a little shorter than the intinlu\

Hemming and stitching are done in the same way as for the intinlu\ 

except that usually no hambu l̂ud is stitched over the hems.

4. Upper Garments or Laymma
The laymma was formerly a woman’s working-cloth, which she wore 

mostly during weeding and harvest times to protect her back against the 

strong rays of the sun and the pricks of the rice ears; to-day no one will think of 

weaving a la^mmâ  since upper garments can easily be bought from outsiders.

It is warped and woven with a double white yarn，usually pol-o，g (see 

p . 1 ) . The length of the chain for one IcHmma is approximately 1.25 m.; 

its width 25 cm.

After having shot her shuttle some 10 times, the operator weaves a small 

hinongo，gan design (see p. 11), or rather the binah-a，(see Fig. IX ), teeth-design 

(stem bab-a\ tooth, with plural infix in). She uses the hu，klit rod or a small 

sword to raise the sets of threads forming that particular design; the yarn 

of her shuttle is black and of the same thickness as the white yarn of the 

warp ; she shoots this shuttle but a few times. She weaves a second inverted 

binah-a，after having woven some two meters fabric, adds some ten white 

picks and removes the textile from its loom.

She cuts off the cuts the fabric into two equal lengths of approxi

mately one meter and, after making the double foldover, makes a hemming 

stitch, using alternately a black and red thread.

Then she joins the two pieces by their selvedges working them with 

takdo^g (standing) stitches, using again a black and a red thread alternately; 

however she leaves an unsewn opening in the middle, long enough to pass 

her head through: this opening is called bagâ ngna, its (the cloth’s) throat. 

Ihen she folds the cloth in such a way that one fold will be a little longer 

than the other, and overcasts the edges with a white thread, leaving the upper 

part on both sides unsewn, for the arms to pass.

5. Belts
Since Ifugaw women always make skirts of two or three pieces that are 

long enough to allow a wide overlapping when put on，they always cover 

their thighs in marching and in squatting or sitting posture; however, they 

keep usually the upper part of the skirt below the navel. So the navel is 

always bare and the whole abdomen protrudes above the skirt in case of 

pregnancy.6 Wearing their skirt in this manner forces the Ifugaw women

5) see Morice Vanoverbergh, Dress and Adornment in the Mountain Province of Luzon,

Vubl. A nthr. C onf” Catholic University o f Washington, D.C., V o l.I ，No. 5，pp. 187, f.
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to wear a supplementary girdle，which keeps it in place.

Any woven band may be used as a belt, balko\ provided it be wide 

enough, say some 20 cm., and long enough to wind it two times around the 

waist, that is above the nips but below the abdomen and lower than the 

skirt, so that some sort of a pouch is formed above it by the skirt, in which 

the women can put their hand bag.

Some use a geestring, a binuhla'n or a tina，nnong, but in that case they 

twist the unwoven threads of the warp {hu'j-ut)̂  intertwine them by pairs 

and sew red and yellow fringes，talu'ngtmg or ba，bong, to them. Others buy 

red fabric from outsiders and stitch red and yellow fringes to the ends.

The Ifugaw belt proper is the ma，jad . Its warp is a chain of some 600 

double black threads (301 binrtag and 300 ginuyl-un). Warping a mayja d  belt 

is simple enough, but weaving it is most complicated because the operator 

has to form with her picks three times the hinolme" design (see Fig. XVI), 

once near each end or the fabric and once in its middle; she has to raise 18 

different sets of threads which must be heddled permanently by means of the 

black-and-white gu，1-un and attached to 18 different heddle rods. Heddling 

itself is the more difficult because some of the threads of some sets to be 

raised must be taken from both the binrtag and the ginuH-un threads. Further

more, the operator has to shoot five different shuttles, for the complex design 

has its red，yellow and black sub-designs, and the red and yellow threads 
are double or quadruple.

The complex hinolme，design (stem holme\ which stem is not otherwise 

used than in composition with the infix in) as far as we know, and which seems 

to convey the idea of ‘ net-work，）is composed of a series of three sub-designs 

or design stripes, namely the holda，k stripe, the partition, the tnnab-a，stripe, 

the teeth, and the hinolme> stripe proper. These three sub-designs are woven 

in the following order: red-and-yellow holdâ k stripe, red binab-ay stripe, 

red-and-yellow holdayk stripe, red hinolme，stripe, red-and-yellow holddk stripe, 

red binab-a，stripe，red-and-yellow holMk stripe, yellow hinolme、stripe; all 

these are repeated twice for the design to be woven at the two ends of the 

belt, which，however, end with a red-and-yellow holda,k stripe; they are 

repeated four times for the middle design, beginning and ending with a 

red-and-yellow holdayk stripe of 9 or picks instead of only 3.

For the holda^k stripe (see Fig. XVI) the weaver needs two heddles; 

all threads to be raised are taken from the bini"tag threads.

The first pick (A), a red one，runs under binVtag threads 1，5，9，13，17， 

etc.，which，consequently, she must raise, and above the other bini，tag threads 

and all the ginuJl-un threads (2-3-4, 6—7-8，11-11-12，etc.).

Ih e  second pick (B)，a yellow one，runs under bini，tag threads 3，7，11， 

15，19, etc.，all to be raised，and above the other bmf tag threads and the ginuH-
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un threads (1—2, 4—5—6, 8—9—10，12—13—14，16—17—18，etc.).

The third pick (A) is the same as the first. Since only the bini，tag threads 

are interwoven, the gim，l-un threads of the warp appear to run over the 

three picks on the wrong side of the fabric.

For the binab-a，stripe (see Fig. XVI) she needs four heddles. The 

threads to be raised are now taken from the bini，tag as well as from the gim，I— 

un threads, as follows (let it be remembered that all odd numbered threads 

are bini，tag, all even numbered threads ginu'l-un) :

The first heddle (C) raises threads 1-2，13-14，25-26，37-38，etc.

The second heddle (D) raises threads 7—8，19-20，31—32，43-44，etc.

The third heddle (E) raises threads 5-6-7-8-9—10，17-18-19-20-21-22, 

29-30-31-32-33—34，41-42—43 AA 45—46，etc.，six raised and six not raised. 

A quadruple red thread is shot through the gape.

The fourth heddle (F) raises threads 1ー2-34，11-12-13-14—15-16, 23— 

24—25-26—27—29, 35-36-37—38-39—40，etc” six raised and six not raised. A 

quadruple yellow thread is shot through the gape. ,

With these four heddles she can weave the whole binab-a，stripe which 

consists of 14 picks ; with heddle C : picks 1，8，13 ; with heddle D : picks 

2，7，14; with heddle E : picks 3，5，10，12 and with heddle F : picks 4，6， 

9，1 1 . Pick being made with a quadruple thread covers the warp threads 

under which pick F passes, which is likewise made with a quadruple thread 

and, in turn, covers the warp threads under which pick E passes. Pick E 

appears as it it were twined with pick F ; their red and yellow threads form 

the binab-a，proper, the teeth being the yellow quadrangles on all sides sur

rounded by red threads.

The hinohne，stripes {pinolme，proper) are formed by a raising combination 

of 12 heddles : 6 for the red stripes and 6 for the yellow ones (see explanation 

of Fig. XVI).

The first heddle (G) raises threads 1-2-3，8—9-10-11，18—19-20-21， 

26-27-28，32-33-34, 38-39^0-^1-42-43-44-45, 48-49-50-51-52-53-54-55- 

56-57，60-61-62-63-6私 65-66-67，71-72-73，etc.

The second heddle (H) raises threads 1-2-3—4—5,14—15, 24—25-26-27—28, 

32-33—34，38-39-40-41-42-43-44-45, 50-51-52-53-54-55，60-61-62-63-64- 

65-66-67，71-72-73，etc.

The third heddle (I) raises threads 1-2-3，6-7, 14—15, 22-23，26-27-28， 

32-33-34，38-39-40-41-42-43-44-45, 52-53, 60-61-62-63-64-65-66-67, 71- 

72-73，etc.

The fourth heddle (J) raises threads 1-2-3，8-9，1^15，20-21，26—27-28， 

32-33—34， 38-39， 46-47， 52-53， 58-59， 66-67， 71-72-73, etc.

The fifth heddle (K) raises threads 1—2-3，10—11，14—15, 18-19，26-27-28，

32-33—34，38-39-40-41, 48-49, 52—53，56-57，6仁 65-66-67，71-72-73, etc.
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The sixtn heddle (L) raises threads 1-2-3，12-13，16-17，26-27-28, 32-

33-34，38-39-40-41^2-43, 50-51，54-55, 62-63-6仁 65-66—67，71-72-73，etc.

1 hese are the sets of threads to be raised for the yellow hinolmê  stripe; 

the 6 sets for the red mnolme> stripe are the same, except that the order tinata，g- 
gu—gintgf ling^tindltaW  of the yellow stripe must be tmaltallo，~ ling^  

tinata，ggu in the red stripe: therefore, all threads raised from 1 to 37 shitt 

to the right, from 38 to 76，and vice versa.

One pick with a colored (red or yellow) quadruple thread alternates with 

a pick made with a double black thread, but since the former runs over a 

number of bini，tag threads and over all the gim，l-un threads, being quadruple， 

it covers the parts of the following black pick along which it runs (see de

scription of gâ mong blankets).

The yellow and the red picks form the star designs called tindltalld> (stem, 

talld\ morning star, reduplicated and with infix in indicating similarity) or 

mmtbitu’won (stem, bitu^mn, star, also reduplicated and with infix in) ; they 

form also the gmtff ling, which are upright bars between the star and man de

signs (stem gi，lingy to grind, to m ill; gini，ling is the term used to designate 

the Ifugaw coooer bracelets, i.e.，a copper wire wound some 20 or more times 

spirally around the arm ; ginVling with reduplication~ginigtyling—conveys the 

idea of similarity, namely with the copper wire of such bracelets. Ihe  black 

threads form the tinata^ggu design.

When the ma\yaa is completely woven, the unwoven warp threads，bu\y- 

ut，are twisted (JubPdona, she twists a number of strands to obtain strings) 

and then knotted, nihPkgut (hiykgut̂  knot) by pairs，twice or thrice, so as to 

obtain some sort of network or，as the Ifugaw call it, a cobweb, /eanawkâ wa 

{ k a w k a * spiaer). Finally a mnge is attached to the end of each string, 

a red one alternating with a yellow one ; the trmges are called ba，bong，flowers 

(see Fig. XVII).

The Ifugaw wear the ma，ja d  belt in such a way that the three hinolme> 

designs be displayed on their back; they tuck the ends between their body 

and the belt, caring that the fringes and part of the cobweb hang loose. Since 

the picks that form the designs cannot be tightened, inasmuch as they run 

over a number of warp threads, the edges of the designs are somewhat loose 

and the star and man figures have irregular and widened shapes; in order 

to conceal these defects of the fabric, they fold the edges of the middle design 

before they press it against their body, and the end designs before they tuck 

them in . . . , te û ge nakyu,m di mnolme，na, because its designs are not tightly 

woven.

6. Bags
Ihe  Ifugaw of Kiangan weave three kinds of bags : men's hio-bags,
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bu'tong (generic term) are either pim ’kha or amba，jong, the former bigger than 

the latter.

The term pinu^hha (stem pu^hha with infix in) seems to convey the idea 

of something (a spinning-top, a bag) that is big bellied. The term amba'jong, 

which is composed of the inseparable prefix am (seemingly meaning c having ’ 

or with ’）and stem ba’jong，to hang down, suggests the idea of something 

provided with c hangers-down ’ ; a hip ba^s indeed，has many strings that 

hang down from the bottom of the bag (see infra). Furthermore the word 

amba\yong is often aoolied to pim ，hha bags, for it serves as a generic term for 

hip-bags in common speech.

The term libu"tan (stem IPbut, to pack, package, with infix an) means 

literally ‘ the packed one 5; libu，tan hand-bags are indeed folded and rolled， 

they are a package by themselves.

a. Pinu7hha Bags (see Fig. XVIII)

Ihe  warp for a pinu'hha is made entirely of double white threads. Ihe 

operator needs not count her warp threads : when she sees that her chain 

is wide enough, 25 to 30 cm., she stops winding her yam. The length of 

the warp is about one meter (upper chain 1 m. and lower chain 1 m.) : with 

this length she can weave a fabric that is one meter and half long，but she does 

not do so，because she wants to have a long hu'j-ut (see infra).

Weaving her bag she first shoots some ten times a shuttle with a double 

white thread through the gape and strongly beats up her picks with the 

bali，ga ; then she forms the kinaba"ong stripe and the three or four hagf t stripes, 

using for these a shuttle with a double black thread, but she separates each 

black stripe by a holda，k (partition) stripe, i.e., some ten white picks without 

raising other sets of threads than those raised by the main tubo，ngan and main 

pmggul-u^nan. She weaves another series of stripes in inverted order at the 

other end of the chain.

Weaving of the mnaba'ong stripe. The word kinaba，ong (stem kobo'ong 

with infix in) means c that which is similar to (if the infix in means c similar 

to ’）a kaba，on£ ，or ‘ that which has many (if the infix infers the idea of plurali

ty) kaba，on£ • Kabd"ong is an euphorDiaceous shrub with oval leaves, be

coming black when dry (Brejnia rhamnoides, Muell.-Arg.); obviously the 

similarity or the multiplicity is based on the leaves of the shrub.

To weave the stripe only two heddles are needed : the first raises bmt，tag 

threads 1 & 2, 5 & 6, 9 & 10，13 & 14, and so forth; the second raises the 

other bini，tag threads (3 & 4, 7 & 8,11 & 12，etc.).

The operator works her stripe in the following manner: She raises the 

first heddle and shoots a shuttle with a double black thread, with her sword 

she moves the pick downward until it meets the foregoing pick; she does
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not beat up the new pick but with one of her fingers moves the middle of the 

pick some 15 cm. upwards, so that a triangle is formed having for basis the 

foregoing pick and this new pick for its two other sides. Then she removes 

the sword, raises the main punggul-u'nan (therefore all the ginuH-un threads 

of the warp) and, without shooting a shuttle, she inserts her sword in the 

gape so obtained and beats up the angular black pick. This pick interweaves 

the bini,tag threads only, since the shuttle was shot before the gmu'l-un threads 

were raised; in other words, the gmu'l-un threads were raised in order that 
they may pull up a little the angular pick, which consequently bulges where 

it runs above the binYtag threads that were not raised.

The second pick is obtained in the same manner, except that she raises 

now the second set of heddled binYtag threads.

For the third pick she raises again the first set of hmt7tag threads and 

shoots a shuttle with white thread and continues as described above.

For the fourth pick she raises the second set of binYtag threads and shoots 

again a shuttle with white thread and continues as described above.

The fifth pick is obtained in the same manner as the third.

These five operations must be repeated 6 or 7 times for the kinaba，ong 

stripe. One might think that the speckled stripe is dominantly white, since 

all the warp threads and 3 of the 5 picks are white; yet the stripe is in reality 

more black than white because the white threads, though double, are thinner 

than the black ones. Should the white yarn be as thick as the black one, she 

would either make the black yarn triple or the white yarn single.

Ih is particular weaving process gives a stripe nicely bulged, the black 

little bulges being (as the Ifugaw see them) similar to the dark or black leaves 

of a kaha)ong shrub. Moreover the stripe appears to be subdivided into 6 

or 7 sub-stripes, because the 5th and 6th, the 10th and 11th, the 15th and 

16th, etc., picks are obtained by raising the first set of heddled bini，tag threads.

The bagPt (the root bag of bagi，t seems to suggest the idea of bagasse, 

cane thrash termed bâ gbag) stripes are woven in the same manner as the 

kimba，ong stripe, or rather like the first and second pick of that stripe, inas

much as all picks are black ones. The first bagVt stripe is broader than the 

second; the second broader than the third and the third broader than the 

fourth, the number of picks being gradually reduced.

The wrong side of the fabric displays the gim，l-m warp threads running 

over the stripes, for they have not been interwoven.

When the fabric has been completely woven, the operator cuts the hu\y— 

ut、midway between the ends of the woven part (see Fig. X V III，d). Then 

she folds the fabric lengthwise, wrong side over wrong side; the fabric, so 

folded, is now double, as long as it was before but only half as wide. She 

now turns the upper part of the fabric towards its lower part until edges 

touch edges, stripes meet stripes. Then she stitches the edges together with
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yellow and red threads，that is, she makes the boo，ng (see Fig. XV III, b), 

a sort of decorative seam finishing which presents some similarity with a 

necklace or hairlace; a booing is indeed a string of red and white beads. The 

embroidery runs on both sides from the lower edge of the fabric, over the 

stripes, up to the last pick of the fourth bagFt stripe，or a little beyond. The 

remaining part of the fabric (which is wholly white) forms a ring above the 

opening of the bag; being irregularly contracted it serves as handle.

The lower edges，those from which the unwoven warp threads (the 

hu'y-uf) start, are then joined together by braiding the loose hanging strands, 

now called ngu'mê  fringes. This is done in the following manner: the 

operator intertwines three strands (each of them being composed of several 

double threads) to form the inapi，d，the braided one : she intertwines strands 

1，2 and 3 once, then strands 2，3 and 4 once，strands 3，4 and 5 once again, 

and so forth, until she reaches the other corner of the bag. The inaprd 

string thus braided closes the bag. After that she braids the strands up to 

their end and makes a knot, hVkgut, lest they may ravel.

Finally, on both the bag’s corners she stitches an oval shaped design 

with a yellow thread in the same way as the boo，ng and runs around it a double 

stitch with a red thread: this is the kinalu、gu、the funnel-shaped design (see 

Fig. X V III，c). A kalu'gu is a funnel-shaped recipient，made of canes fixed 

around the stem of a betelnut tree, under its grapes, to catch the betelnuts 

that may fall.

What makes the bag really a hip-bag, a bag that can be inserted from below 

between the body and the geestring and can remain hanging on the hip, is 

the dojo，m• The dojo，m is the copper wire coiled around the crumples of the 

handle. The man who will use the bag unwinds the dojo，m from his old bag 

and calls on the good services of an expert coiler，who knows how to wind 

the coils nicely side by side and to give the whole series a bi-concave shape. 

While the series of coils is called doyoJm, the handle with the dojo，m is termed 

lidVngan  ̂ lit., that which is provided with a li，ding, i.e.，with a row of curves. 

The lidi，ngan is often provided with a takda，ng，a thicker ring-shaped copper 

wire, the ends of which are tucked on both sides into the dojo，m (diameter of 

the ring : approximately 10 cm.).

The opening of the bag is called tokdna、its mouth ; when the bag hangs 

on the hip the lips of the so-called mouth close by themselves, so that the 

hip-bag owner needs not worry that he will lose some of its contents when 

he is on the march: his betelnuts, leaves and lime container, his kotff wong 

(a crescent-like shaped small knife), his wooden spoon，his amulets and what 

nots will accompany him wherever he goes.

b. Amba\yong Bags

An amba'yong is smaller than a pinu^hha: it is made from a fabric that is



not more than 20 cm. wide. All the warp threads are black and double as 

usually.

Weaving her fabric, the operator forms also five stripes : one kinaba，ong 

(see supra) and four or five hinuHgi stripes, none of them being as broad as 

the corresponding ones of the pinu^hha.

The kinaba，ong stripe is woven in the same manner as that of the pinu，kha， 
but instead of being composed of 6 or 7 times 5 picks, it is composed of 6 

or 7 times 1 red,1 yellow and 1 red pick.

The hinuylgi stripes are woven in the same manner as those of the gd'mong 

blanket (see p. 15)，but the first, third and fifth (if any) are made of red, the 

second and fourth of yellow picks.

Usually an ambd'yong hip-bag has no kin 'alu、gu ; it has its dojo、m and takdayng,

c. Libu’tan Bags

Libii，fan hand-bags (women’s bags) are often made of a piece of cloth 

cut from an old ha’pe blanket, a skirt or a belt. When purposely woven 

its fabric is 40 cm. long and 30 cm. wide, and is wholly black.

Then the edges that can ravel are hemmed (nalpitayny hemmed; stem 

lupPt, hem, with prefix na——which causes the syncopation of the pepet letter 

u—and suffix an). This being finished, the fabric is folded lengthwise and 

in such a way that its selvedges meet at the middle line of the cloth; these 

are then sewn together by a takdoyg stitch from the bottom up to half-way. 

Finally the lower edges are sewn together by a hambuHud stitch (see Fig. 

X III, j),

Women use the bag to put in all that they need for chewing ； they keep 

it，rolled up, in the pouch formed by their skirt above their belt.
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B. Textiles with Dyed Designs

1 . Dyeing Process
The textiles which have designs, obtained by dyeing a number of threads 

in a blue, black or red dye, before they are warped on the ordinary loom, 

are (1 ) inla，dang blankets, (2) gamVt skirts, (3) pinYwa„ (4) kupYling and (5) 

tagdktag geestrings.

The dyeing process，the same for all, is the following:

First the operator winds the yarn, which she intends to dye, on a special 

loom，called paid"dang. Her yarn is white, if she wants to have white de

signs ; it is blue, if she prefers blue designs, i.e., she has, in that case, dyed 

her yarn in a blue da，lum dye (see p. 3).

The pala’dang (see Fig. X IX ) is a standing loom made of two posts, a 

thick board and a bamboo section. The pah，danか  posts, tu、kudna (its posts),
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have parallelepipedic footings, called hukYna (its, the posts，，feet), which are 

some 6 inches high and 2 inches thick; their upper parts, approximately 

one meter long，are uniformly round and as thick as the footings. A thick 

board, duHongpay its floor，provided with holes，uwcCngm，its holes，through 

which the upper parts of the posts pass, rests on the footings. Six holes 

have been made in the board，i.e., three on each side; therefore, the operator 

can enlarge or reduce the distance between the two posts: usually she will 

pass the posts through the two outermost holes，when she intends to weave 

a blanket (from hole to hole: 2 m .); she passes them through the two in

nermost holes for weaving a skirt (from hole to hole :1.40 m.) and through 

the middle ones for a geestring (from hole to hole: 1.70 m.). It is very 

important that the posts be well fixed in their holes, lest they lose their vertical 

position : therefore a couple of wedges, hVkad，are driven in the interstices ; 

moreover, to prevent that they bend or be pulled by the chain，which will 

be wound tightly on the loom, a bamboo rod，hokayg, which is slightly longer 

than the distance between the posts and which is provided with concave 

shaped ends, halPngat, that exactly fit with the roundness of the posts，is 

driven between the two posts (see Fig. X IX ) (they, as it were, bite in the 

posts, for the projecting tops of those concave ends are called teeth, bab- 

a，n di halPngat, the teeth of the halPngaf).

When the pala*dang has been set up, the operator begins with the winding 

of the yarn, munwa'he. She uses a double threaded ball. She knots the end 

of the thread to one of the posts and unwinds her ball continually going 

around the palaydang. She must wind her thread rather tightly, avoiding 

slanting of threads and especially caring that her threads do not run across 

those that have already been warped.

There are two kinds of stripes which will bear the designs, when dyeing 

and weaving will be finished: they are called adoylnay the body (lit.，its body,

i.e., the body of the design warp), and gPligna  ̂ the border (lit.，its border).

For warping an ado，I of a blanket or a skirt stripe，the operator must go 

around the pala，dang: 6 times 11 times, 6 times, and 6 times 11 times (or if 

she prefers narrower stripes: 6 times 9 times, 6 times, and 6 times 9 times). 

Total number of threads: 138，multiple of 6 and 3.

For warping a gi，Ug stripe of a blanket or skirt, she goes around the 

pala"dang 6 times 5 times. Total number of threads: 30，multiple of 6 and 

3.6
For warping the design stripes of geestrings, the times the operator goes 

around the loom are counted by fours, not by sixes, but this will be explained 

below.

6) Some weavers may prefer the combination of 3 quadruple (or 3 triple) threads, instead of

6 double ones.
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Since blankets and skirts have two double ado，I and two design- 

stripes, she must repeat her winding operation. But each stripe must remain 

a distinct unit. Therefore she intertwines all the threads of each stripe with 

a small string，called hi，pol (see Fig. X IX )  near one of the posts and covers 

it with a portion of a banana leaf, which will help her to distinguish at once 

the various stripes.

When all these have been wound around her loom she makes the tala,kid 

(see Fig. X IX ), that is，she intertwines the double chain of threads with a 

double string making it encircle (since it is double) 6 threads of the chain 

which runs in front of the post and 6 threads of the chain which runs at the 

back of the posts，so that the double chain is reduced to one single chain and 

that every time 12 threads are intertwined. We say: 6 and 6 threads, but it 

must be kept in mind that the 6 and 6 combination cannot be maintained when 

geestrings will be woven ; in that case the combination will be that of 4 and

4 or 3 and ^ threads, so that then 8 or 6 threads will be intertwined.

These 12, 8 or 6 threads form one unit for the ho，bod operation ; one unit 

(a bundle of 12，8 or 6 threads, as the case may be) is called himbulaHo.

She now can begin with the delicate bô bod operation {mumbo>body lit., 

she binds): she takes a thread (of another color than those on the pala，dan£), 

and passes it through some doughlike cooked rice in order to make it sticky, 

and winds the thread around the part or parts of each buld"lo which must form 

the design. In other words, she prevents by her winding that the parts 

covered by her thread will be affected by the dye. She has, of course, to 

knot the ends of her thread and to care that it nicely and completely covers the 

bula，lo parts that must be covered for the particular design she has in mind.

One of the hula，lo has a special name : it is called pumbinmgbu^ngan. It is 

that bula'lo which runs in the middle of an ado，I stripe : an ado，I stripe (see p. 

33) is composed of twice (for the chain was double) six times 11 threads 

(or 11 hula,lo\ twice six threads (or 1 bulayloy namely the pumbinungbu^ngan) 

and twice 6 times 11 threads (11 bula'lo). This pumbinungbu'>ngan may not be 

covered by the bo’bod，for it does not enter in the design combination. It 

has the function of separating the two halves of the stripe and when it will 

be mounted on the warp before weaving will begin, it will be divided into two : 

three threads will be warped after one half of the stripe have been warped, 

then a narrow red stripe will be inserted and，after that, the remaining three 

threads will be warped. The very term pumbinmgbu^ngan means : the one 

(the hula、16) which has the place of that which has been dyed in a hu，ngbung 

dye (see pp. 3-4) ; it is composed of the stem bû ngbung with the verbal time- 

infix and prefix pun and infix an，which infer a locative meaning.

Since those parts of the various hula，lo that are envelopped by the bo，bod 

thread (nabobo'dan) will not be affected by the dye, the designs will be either 

blue or white (see p. 32)，while the rest of the threads will take the color of
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the dye: black or red. The various dyeing processes have been described 

on pp. 3 and 4.

When dyeing is finished，the operator removes the bo，bod threads, ibu，- 

kanay bo，bod, and also the tala’ kid, not however the hYpol (see p. 33) for the 

hrpol (there are as many hi，pol as there are stripes) holds the threads needed 

for each stripe together.

Next, the operator mounts the design warp on the ordinary ahla，n in 

the usual manner, after having, of course, removed the stripe’s hYpoL It 

will now appear if she is skilled or not. In fact, some weavers are not skilled 

and are not careful enough, for most of their designs show irregularities. 

I f  they make mistakes in counting their threads or even their htda’lo，or do 

not sufficiently avoid that some threads run across others they cannot any 

more correct the defects. Irregularities in the designs can also be caused 

by the operator5s failing to tighten uniformly all her threads when she winds 

them around the paid"dang; in that case some blue or white spots will be 

out of line. She can, however，correct these defects by tightening such loose 

threads by means of thin little sticks，called pona，d，stretchers, around which 

she winds once or twice the looser threads; such pond'd sticks will not en

cumber the weaving for they are all put in that part of the chain which cannot 

be woven anyway, that is the hu'j-ut.

Finally, she warps the other threads between the various design-warp- 

threads, where they are needed in accordance with the textile she intends to 

weave, and weaves her blanket, skirt or geestring in the ordinary way, using, 

in all cases, only one shuttle with a double black thread.

2. Inla^dang Blankets
An inla，dang blanket is made of three pieces, one middle piece，ado，Ina， 

and two side pieces, baliyngbing, plus two small tahCngtung or border pieces. 

The middle piece is somewhat broader than the side pieces, because it has 

two g?lig stripes, while the bairngbing have only one. Its value is estimated 

higher than that of the ga、motig or bay o'ong blankets ; it is often used, though 

not always, to envelop a corpse, and in that case it takes the place of the 

baja，ong, not of the gdmong blanket.

Warping of either middle piece or side pieces: all threads are double. 

Border stripe with designs: 6 times 5 threads, i.e.，15 binYtag threads alter

nating with 15 gim、1-un threads ;

KuHhud (means, narrow stripe): 2 red hm7tag threads alternating with 2 red 
gtnu" 1-un threads;

Design stripe: 6 times 11 threads，i.e., 33 bini，tag threads alternating with 
33 ginu，l-un threads ;

One half of pumbinungbu n̂gan̂  i .e . ,1 bini,tag thread,1 gim JIm  thread and 1 
mm、tag thread;
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Kuylhud: 2 red ginu,l-un threads alternating with 2 red binYtag threads ;

Other half of pwnhinungbu’ngan，i.e.，1 gim 3l-m thread,1 bini，tag thread and 1 

ginu，l-m thread;

Design stripe: 6 times 11 threads, i.e., 33 bin?tag threads alternating with 

33 gim，l-m threads ;

KuHhud: 2 red bini，tag threads alternating with 2 red ginuU-un threads ;

150 black bini，tag threads alternating with 150 black ginu，l-un threads;

Ha，bak (wide stripe): 26 red bini3tag threads alternating with 25 gim，l-m 

threads;

150 black girm’l-un threads alternating with 150 black bini，tag threads;

KuHhud: 2 red ginu，l-m threads alternating with 2 red bini，tag threads ;

Design stripe: 6 times 11 threads, i.e.，33 gmuH-un threads alternating with 

33 bini)tag threads ;

One half of pumbimngbtd，ngan，i .e . ,1 gmuH-un thread,1 binrtag thread and 

1 gmuH-un thread;

KuHhud: 2 red bini，tag threads alternating with 2 red gmuH-un threads;

Other half of pumbinun^)u>ngan̂  i .e . ,1 bin?fag thread,1 gim，1-un thread and 

1 bini，fag thread ;

Design stripe: 6 times 11 threads, i.e.，33 ginu l̂-un threads alternating with 

33 binYtag threads;

KuHhud: 2 red gim ’l-m threads alternating with 2 red binYtag threads ;

Border stripe with designs : 6 times 5 threads, i.e .,15 ginuH-un threads alter

nating with 15 btm7tag threads, but only when the middle piece is warped. 

When the left bairngbing is warped this border stripe with designs is re

placed by 4 black 运nu，l-m threads alternating with 4 black bini，tag threads. 

The right bali，ngbing is warped like the left one but in inverted order.

Warping of the talu，ngtmg:

7 black bmf tag threads alternating with 7 black gmuH-un threads ;

1 red binrtag thread and 1 red ^inu31-un thread;

2 black mm7tag threads alternating with 2 black ginuU-un threads;

9 black btm，tag threads alternating with 8 black ginu" 1-un threads;

2 black ginuH-un threads alternating with 2 black bmi，tag threads ;

1 red ginu，l-m thread and 1 red bmr tag thread;

7 black qinuH-un threads alternating with 7 black btm、tag threads.

Fringes are inserted while the weaving of the talu’ngtmg proceeds : every

two inches one fringe，a red one alternating with a white one. Usually the

operator does not beat up very well her talu，ngtung picks.

The designs of inla，dang blankets are the following (see Fig. X X I ) :

The kinatihcCnglan (see p. 15), tree fern design;—in stripes of 11 or 9 bula，lo.

The bmikVtan (see p. 15)，shuttle design;—in stripes of 11 hula，lo.

The tina^ggu (see p. 15)，little man design;—in stripes of 11 hula，lo.
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The in i，ddo (see p. 15), python design;—in stripes of 5 bula l̂o.

The ginld't (stem golo91, to cut off with one blow, with infix in), the design is 

made of 3 vertical lines (each line representing one straight cut) and 2 

horizontal ones (each line representing the object which is cut) running 

from vertical to vertical as shown in Fig. X X I ; it can be made with 5， 

9 or 11 bula’lo.

The ginagatti，n (stem gatVn̂  footprint, with infix in conveying the idea of 

similarity, and reduplication of gat，giving a plural meaning to the word), 

the little footprints design;—in stripes of 9 and 11 bulcClo.

The hinakha，klong (stem ha，klong, dipper，with reduplication hak and infix in\ 

the little dipper design;——in stripes of 11 btda’lo.

The bimla，ngon (stem bula’ngon，monkey，with infix /»)，monkey des ign in  

stripes of 11 hula，lot 

The inambcCjong (stem amha、jong、hip bag，with prefixed infix m), the hip bag 

design: it has a more or less triangular shape and can be made with 9 

or 11 bulaHo,

The pinala，ngyu design (we cannot explain the term, see Fig. X X I).

The pieces of the blanket are joined together with an oblique stitch, 

hemming is worked with an ordinary hemming stitch.

3. GamVt Skirts
A gam^t skirt is made of two equal pieces joined together with a takdoJg 

stitch; a series of red threads alternates with a series of white or yellow 

threads itakdo>g stitch, see p. 24); its edges that fray are hemmed and have 

a hambu'lud (see p. 24).

Warping of a gami，t skirt (all threads are double, except the white ones, 

which are single) : 8 black bini，tag threads alternating with 8 black gim , 1-un 

threads;

KuUhud: 1，2 or 3 red bini，tag threads alternating with 1，2 or 3 ginu、1-un 
threads;

Border stripe with designs: 6 times 5 threads, i.e.，15 bini，tag threads alter

nating with 15 gim，1-un threads ;

Ku^lhud: 1 ,2  or 3 red bini，tag threads alternating with 1，2 or 3 gtnu'l-un 
threads;

50 black binrtag threads alternating with 50 black gimCl-un threads;

Design stripe: 6 times 11 threads，i.e.，33 binYtag threads alternating with 

33 ginuH-un threads;

One half of pumbinungbu^ngan, i.e.，1 binYtag thread,1 gimyl-m  thread and 1 
bini"tag thread;

KuUhud: 2 red ginu，1-un threads alternating with 2 red binYtag threads; 

Other half of pumbinungbu n̂gan  ̂ i.e.，1 gmuH-un thread,1 hmf tag thread and 
1 gim，1-un thread ;
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Design stripe: 6 times 11 threads, i.e., 33 binrtag threads alternating with 

33 ginuH-un threads;

1 black bini，tag thread,1 black ginu，l-m thread,1 white bini，tag thread (called 

mata^na, its eyes),1 black gim，l-m thread and 1 black binYtag thread;

Ha，bak : 1 6  red ginu，l-m  threads alternating with 15 red bini，tag threads ;

1 black binrtag thread,1 black ginuyl-un thread,1 white btmytag thread {mata'na)̂

1 black ginu，1-un thread and 1 black bini，tag thread;

Design stripe: 6 times 11 threads, i.e., ginuU~un threads alternating with 

33 mm7tag threads ;

One half of pumhinunguhu，ngan，i.e .,1 gim，l-m thread,1 btm，tag thread and 1 

gim yl-m thread;

KuUhud: 2 red bini，tag threads alternating with 2 red ginuH-un threads ; 

Other half of pumbinungbuyngan, i.e .,1 bmt>tag thread,1 gifm’l-m thread and

1 mm7tag thread;

Design stripe: 6 times 11 threads, i.e., 33 ^nu l̂-un threads alternating with 

33 binrtag threads;

50 black ginu，l-m threads alternating with 5 Dlack binYtag threads;

Ku'lhud: 1，2 or 3 red ginu，l-m threads alternating with 1，2 or 3 red bmf tag 

threads;

Border stripe with designs : 6 times 5 threads, i.e .,15 gim，l-m threads alter

nating with 15 bmf tag threads ;

Kuylhud: 1，2 or 3 red ginuH-un threads alternating with 1，2 or 3 red bmf tag 

threads;

8 black gim，l-un threads alternating with 8 black bini,tag threads.

Designs of garnet shirts: see p. 36.

Nowadays one sees sometimes women wearing a fake gamVt skirt, which 

is like a gamVt、except that its design stripes have no designs at all.

4. Pinrzva Geestrings
PinPtm geestrings (sometimes called pinYwa an nabobo'dan, pm f wa which 

are provided with bindings, i.e., windings) are the same as those calledpim wa 

an nil̂ hha (see p. 22)，except that in the pinYwa proper the designs are ob

tained by means of the dyeing process described above. The dcClum and 

pu'jjok  dye are used for the two border stripes of the geestring’s dayu'de and 

iwVtan (see p. 2 1 ) ; the bû ngbung dye for the haybaky the large red stripe in 

the middle (see p.3-4).

The design of the border stripes is called tim^ppa. This term (stem tPpa 
with infix in and reduplication ofp  inferring the idea of similarity and plurality) 

is taken from the compound word muntipati，pa, a boys’ game: they put a 

small stick or cane on the edge of a wooden block making it jut out a little 

and then with another stick they beat on its projecting end to make it leap 

and fall beyond a certain mark on the ground. The design is therefore a
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series of horizontal and vertical lines, the vertical ones touching alternatively 

the left and right end of the horizontal one; the design may also be called 

ginlognlo'>t̂  a continuous ginlo，t (see p. 36).

The designs on the red middle stripe of the geestring are those of the 

binuhla'n geestring (see p. 21), but obtained by dyeing, not by stitching.

5. KupVling and Taga9ktak Geestrings
These two kinds of geestrings are also called tino，nwe. Rich people clothe 

with either of them a dead man’s body before they fasten it on the death- 

chair, and because they would be ashamed to cloth their deceased relative 

with an ordinary geestring, they will do all that they can in order to obtain 

one and will pay a high price for it, even five times its value in ordinary 

circumstances.

The width of the kupVling is but 5 to 6 inches, that of the tagd'ktak some

2 inches more; yet the former is preferred to the latter.

The design stripes are made of 4 or 3 bula^lo; none of the stripes have 

a pumbinmgbu'*ngan (see p. 34).

Warping of the kup?ling (see Fig. X X I I ) :

The yarn is double, but that of the design stripes is triple or quadruple:

4 black bini，tag threads alternating with 4 black ginu，レun threads ;

Design stripe: 4 times 4 threads, i.e., 8 bmr tag threads alternating with 

8 gim，1-un threads ;

6 black bmf tag threads alternating with 6 black 适nu，l-un threads;

KuHhud (narrow stripe): 5 red bmvtag threads alternating with 4 red gim，1-un 
threads;

6 black bmi，tag threads alternating with 6 black ginu>l~un threads ;

Design stripe: 4 times 4 threads, i.e.，8 binrtag threads alternating with 8 

ginuH-un threads:

6 black mnr tag threads alternating with 6 black ginuH-un threads;

Design stripe: 3 times 4 threads, i.e., 6 bini，tag threads alternating with 

6 gim，1-un threads;

6 black bini,tag threads alternating with 6 black Qnu^Uun threads;

Design stripe: 4 times 4 threads, i.e., 8 bini,tag threads alternating with 8 

gimiH-un threads;

Ha，bak (wider stripe) : 9 red bmt>tag threads alternating with 8 red ginuH-un 

threads;

Design stripe: 4 times 4 threads, i.e., 8 适nu，l-un threads alternating with

8 bini，tag threads ;

6 black sinnH-un threads alternating with 6 black bmr tag threads;

Design stripe: 3 times 4 threads, i.e.，6 gim , 1-un threads alternating with 

6 btm,tag threads ;
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6 black gim，l-un threads alternating with 6 black binYtag threads;

Design stripe: 4 times 4 threads, i.e., 8 ginuH-un threads alternating with 

8 bini,tag threads ;

6 black ginu，l-m threads alternating with 6 black binYtag threads;

Ku^lhud: 6 red ginuH-un threads alternating with 6 red bini，tag threads;

6 black ginuH-un threads alternating with 6 black bini,tag threads;

Design stripe: 4 times 4 threads, i.e., 8 gim，l-m threads alternating with 8 

binPtag threads;

4 black ginu，1-un threads alternating with 4 black binYtag threads.

Warping of the tagayktak :

The same number of stripes : those that are not design stripes are made 

of more black or red threads, enough to make the geestring some 2 inches 

wider than the kupVling,

The two ends of both these geestrings ought to be provided with a 

border piece，talu,ngtung, instead of the ordinary ngû me. The warp of the 

talu、ngtmg is :

5 white binrtag threads alternating with 5 white ginu、1-un threads ;

9 red binP tag threads alternating with 8 red gim，1-un threads;

5 white gim，l-m threads alternating with 5 white bini,tag threads.

The designs of either of these geestrings are the following (see Fig. X X  

and X X I I ) :

Im gadH  (stem ugadYw  ̂ very small fishes, with prefixed infix in'), the small 

fishes design;

TinPppa : see p. 38; also called ginldginlo'>t ;

Binalla，tong (stem ballaytongy peas, with infix in), the peas5 design;

Inan-d"ntak (stem a、ntak、kind of peas, with prefixed infix in ; stem redupli

cated), the beans design;

Kiniilkula^p-e (reduplicated stem kulkula、p-e，butterfly, with infix in), the 

butterfly design;

TinVkku (stem tPk-u, zigzag, with infix in and reduplicated k), the zigzag design.

Such designs are woven only on the daju^de and iwYtan of the geestring; 
the stripes run through from end to end, what is not the case with the pinYwa 
geestrings.

Weaving among the Ifugaw is certainly a culture trait of great antiquity; 

it is widespread over all Ifugawland，except in the region of the Mayawyaw, 

where it is of recent introduction and where some 30 years ago one could 

still see blankets and even geestrings made of the bark of a tree, together with 

cheap cloth used as skirts, geestrings, blankets and even hip bags, bought 
from outsiders.

Our statement concerning its antiquity is based primarily on the fact that 

the various textiles woven by the Ifugaw have acquired purchase and redemp
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tion value. All purchase contracts, of rice fields as well as heirlooms, all fines 

include in the price to be paid at least one，often several textiles; the law of 

custom has given them，seemingly since time immemorial,a well determined 

value.

Besides, they play an important part in funeral customs; the fact that 

they weave .special blankets and geestrings for such purposes sufficiently 

demonstrates this.

Hence it is quite to be expected that among the Ifugaw, who possess 

an extremely well developed ritual, the weaving process as well as its pro

ducts invaded the very domain of the ritual. There are quite a number of 

magical tales that speak of weaving or of textiles, insinuating therefore that 

they are as old as the tales themselves. Besides wearing the same clothes, 

—there is a popular expression that the rainbow is the geestring of the 

Typhoon-Deity {attibunga>lion ja  wand'h Pm，wok)—，their gods enjoin their 

worshippers to offer blankets, skirts and geestrings.

The Ifugaw, moreover, trace the origin of weaving to a certain deity, 

called Punholda ĵan. A magical tale, indeed, displays their culture heroes, 

Bû gan and Bafftok, or else Bu，gan and Wi，gan，as purchasing the first abla，n， 
weaving loom, from h im : the transaction fits the name of Pmbolda’jan， 
which seemingly means : the person who is go-betweened, i.e., who is talked 

to and induced to exchange the abla，n he owns for something of value, say a 

rice wine jar.

But the ritual significance of weaving is most strikingly displayed in an 

invocation of a series of supernatural beings which by their very names de

scribe almost completely the weaving process from cotton to cloth. The 

Ifugaw have deified all that has importance in their culture ; it is, consequently 

quite natural that they deified their weaving activities. The invocation runs 

as follows:

Punholdayjarad Kabmja，n, Punholdayan of the Skyworld (see explanation 

given above),

Bû gan tnPunholda ĵan  ̂ Bugan wife of Punholdayan,

Kinulhuydan, Striped (ku'lhud means, a narrow stripe)，

Bti、gan inKinulhu>dan̂  Bugan wife of Kinulhudan,

Mungkula’be, Maker of kulabe {kula b̂e is the same as kalu,mhing, see p. 20 ； 

seems to refer to some primitive weaving method by hand),

Bm，gan inMmgkulaybey Bugan wife of Mungkulabe,

Mmnuytnut, Separator of seeds from cotton, (see p . 1)，

Mumbu'hug  ̂ Fluffer (see pp. 1-2),

Mtmtoba’jon, User of the spindle (see p. 2)

Munti’jong, Spinner (see p. 2: same as dumping, mundring)

Mun-adame\ Thread-Twister (see p. 2)，

Mtmpu，lin，Winder into balls (after spinning),
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Munwald'ngan  ̂ Winder into skeins (see pp. 2-3)，

Mummo'>Imol̂  Dipper into rice milk (starch, see p. 3)，

Mmda，lim ，Dyer into the indigo dye (see p. 3)，

Mumbuyngbunĝ  Dyer into the red buyngbung dye (see p. 4)，

Mmnpu、dm. Winder into balls from the winding wheel (see p. 5), 

Mmwa’he, Winder around the standing loom {pala，dang, see p. 33)， 

Munha'ud, Warper (see pp. 5-7)，

Mtmda’wat. Receiver (helper in the warping operation, see p. 6),

Manu^klit, Heddle-Raiser (user of the hu，klit, see p. 12),

Mm-abo'Iy Weaver (see p. 7).

This or a similar (we may have failed to note a few names)7 invocation is 

recited in almost all ordinary sacrificial performances. These Weaver-Deities 

are sometimes given a chicken as the victim killed for them properly，namely 

in the case a sacrifice is performed to cure eye diseases ; the Weaver-Deities 

are indeed believed to cause such sicknesses, a belief which is perhaps based 

on the fact that women rather than men suffer from some eye disease and 

that many older women (who without glasses must count their threads and 

raise their heddles) complain that their eyes ache after some hours of weaving.

I II . W E A V IN G  V OCA BU LA RY

Since in our foregoing descriptions many of the Ifugaw terms are used 

more than once and but once translated, we have thought it advisable to add 

a supplementary list of all Ifugaw words used in our monograph, arranged 

in alphabetical order, not according to the first letter of the stem of the word, 

but of the term itself; however we give here only the meaning, and omit fur

ther ethymological and other explanations, which are given in the text.

Abla,n: weaving loom.

A bo,I: stem of the words, abla’n，mun-ahd*I，inabo，I，conveying the idea of 

weaving.

ノIdamf : stem of the words itidame，，mun~adame\ conveying the idea of spun 

thread.

A.doHna : lit” its body; applied to the middle piece or pieces of blankets; 

applied also to the warp elements that must be mounted more or less 

in the middle of the chain set up for weaving textiles with dyed design 

stripes.

A.gu'tan : to scrape (in order to isolate the fibres that will be spun, see p . 1).

7) See Barton, The Religion of the Ifugaos, American A nthropologisty V o l.48，No. 4，Part 2, 

pp. 29-30. Although Barton’s spelling is defective and his translations are not always correct, the 

list referred to gives a tairly general idea of the invocation.
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Amba'yong: hip bag (see pp. 28 and 31).

A.mpu'jo: women’s skirt, generic term.

A"ntak : stem of the word inan-a^ntak ； the reduplicated word an-dntak means 

a kind of long beans.

A p i’d : braiding.

Apido’n : to braid.
AtPp : stem of the word ina'ttip (see inaJttip), means a kind of edible beetle 

found in the rice field paddies.

Bab-a'na: lit.，its teeth, {bab-a\ tooth), applied to part of the binongo，gan 

design (see p. 11).

Baga'ngm: lit., its throat {baga’ng, troat), applied to opening of a laymma 

garment (see p. 25).

Ba’gbag: cane thrash (see p. 30).

Bagi，す: bulging stripe o fpinu^hha hip bags (see p. 30).

Baia，bag: conveys the idea of transversal or lying position (see binala，ba£). 

BalPga : sword (see p. 5); bali,gan di IPhha : see hu’klit.

BalPngbing: side piece of blankets.

Balko\h): women’s belt, generic term.

Balia7tong: a kind of peas (see binallaylong), Phaseolus radiatus, L.，l̂ eguminosae. 

Balu’nglmg: trough, p ig，s manger used in dyeing of skeins (see p. 3). 

Balwa，t i : cloth, garment; generic term not used in foregoing descriptions. 

Bam[ya : lizard (see binannrja),

Bqya，ong: wealthy people’s blanket (see p . 16 & following).

Bqy-u，n : stem of the word ibay-uyna (see ibaj-uyna\ conveys the iaea of 

hanging.

BFk~i{h): stem of the word hik-Yhorn (see bik-t3hona\ rent, tear.

Bik-iyhona: lit., she tears off (see p . 1).
Binab-a，: teeth: design of Idmma garments (see p. 25); part of binongo，gan 

(see p. 11).
Binala，bag: put in transversal or lying position; binala，bag an tina，ggu: 

stitched little man design lying on its side (see p. 21).

Binalla，tong: peas5 design in geestrings (see p. 40).

Binanniyj a : lizard design in blankets (see p. 15).
Bini，tag: any odd thread of the chain of the warp (see p. 7 and word bPtag). 

Bimtbitu7won : star-like design in hinolmey of ma’ja d  skirt (see p. 27，and word 

bitu'won),
Binongo，gan : mole-cricket design in ga"mong blankets (see p .19 and following). 

Binuhlayn : most common kind of geestring (see p . 19 & following). 

Binu'hug: fluffed cotton, (see p. 2).
Binula^ngon: monkey design in inla，dang blankets and garnet skirts (see p. 

36).

W tap: stem of bini，tag (see binrtag), conveys the idea of opening, applied
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in ordinary speech to the eyes (opening of the eyes); the odd threads 

(binPtag) of the chain, which run above the tubo，ngan are always raised, 

hence these threads form with the even threads, that are not raised, an 

eye-like opening.

Bitu^won : star (see binitbitu*won).

Bo，bod •• Stem of words mumbo’hod，nabobo,dan，conveys the idea of tying, 

winding a thread or string tightly around something and fastening or 

knotting the ends of the thread or string (or rope) ; bo，bod operation 

(see pi. 34).

Bokayng: arc of buybug (see p . 1)

Bo^kyag: stem of naboykjag (see nabo k̂yag), conveys the idea of expansion.

Boyngog: stem of binongo，gan (q.v.) mole cricket.

Booing: string of red and white beads; applied to decorative seam of hip- 

bags (see p. 30).

Bu^hug: bow used to fluff cotton (see p p . 1 & 2).

Buha，t : stem of nabha t̂ (see nabha't), conveys the idea of jerKing in order to 

break a thread or a string.

Bu^hul: enemy; stem of binuhldn (see binuhldn).

Bu'ka(h) : stem ot ibuykana (see ibu^kana), conveys the idea of coming out, 

come into appearance.

Bulaylo : unit of 12，8 or 6 threads for the bo’bod operation (see p. 34).

Bulâ ngon : monkey (see binuld'ngon).

Bm’Im : tree, the leaves and twigs of which are used in the da，lum dye (see 

p. 3).

Bû ngbung : tree, the splinters of which are used in the bû ngbung dye (see p. 3).

Bu^tong: hip bag, generic term.

Buywa : seeds in cotton bolls (see p . 1).

Dala，dag: small piece of wood put in the hem of the kala，big (see Fig. V).

Da/apo'ng: sitting block (see p. 6).

Dalo,m : place below, place under; stem of mundalo、m (see mundalo^ni).

DaHum: species of indigo, the leaves of which are used in the daylum dye 
(see p. 3).

Da，i t : stem of nadayit (see nada，it\ conveys the idea of sewing together.

Daju’de: front end of any geestring (see p. 21 and other pages where gee

strings are described).

D i’zng: stem of dumping; conveys the idea of spinning, twirling.

Doyo'm : copper coils at handle of hip-bag (see p. 31).

Du,longna : lit” its floor, applied to the board of a pala，dang loom (see p. 32).

Dumping: to spin，to twirl, namely the spindle (see p. 2) ; the obtuse point 

of a spindle.

E ym t: stem of napae'wet (see napae，mt\ conveys idea of crooked, bent, out 

of line.
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GadPgad: stem of igadPgad (see igadiygad)y conveys idea of rubbing, kneading.

Gako，d : string or rope to bind or tie.

Garnet: skirt with designs obtained by dyeing (see pp. 36—38).

Gale,tget: full of stripes, lines; stem of inggalgale>tget (see inggdlgaleytgef).

Ga、mong: blanket for the dead (see pp. 10-16).

GatFn : footprints; stem of ginatgatVn (see ginatgaffti),

GVlig; border, edge; applied to design stripes of inla，dang blankets and 

gamVt skirts; gi，ligna，lit.，its border (see p. 35 and following).

G i，ling: stem of words gini，ling, ginigi，ling (see ginigriing)^ conveys the idea 

of a winding movement as by turning a crank; hence a coffee grinder 

is termed in Ifugaw: gpling.

Ginalgale>tget: 'women’s skirt，same as inggalgale"tget (see p. 23).

Gindtgatrn : footprint design in inld"dang blankets and gamPt skirts (see p. 

36).

Ginigi，ling: coil-like design in ma^jad belts (see p. 27).

GinPling: coiled copper wire bracelet (see p. 27).

Ginlo，t : what is cut off straightly with one blow : design in in la，dang blankets 

and gamVt skirts (see p. 36); ginMginld31; see tinrppa.

GinoHja: speckled stripe in any textile (see p. 13).

GinuH-un : even thread of warp, i.e., all threads that are raised by the heddling 

thread or gu，l-m (see p. 6).

Golo，t : Conveys idea of cutting off straightly with one blow; stem of 

ginlo，t (see ginlo，
Gô Jya : specks ; stem of gino，/ja  (see ginoUja).

Gu，l-un: thread that loops all even threads of warp or, eventually, all the 

threads that must be raised for the formation of a design (see p. 6).

H a，bak : broad stripe in textile; sometimes, complex of several stripes (see 

p . 13 and here and there in text).

H a，bong: flower of narra tree, applied to fringes of ma’ja d  belt; may also 

be applied to the fringes of any taluyngtmg (see p. 28; p. 16).

Hagipi，lan: double rod of weaving loom (see p. 5).

Hayklong: dipper, stem of hinakha、klong (see hinakha'klong).

Hairngat: concave shaped ends of hoka、g rod (see p. 32).

Ha，lip : disk.

HaWpan: disk shaped piece of wood surrounding house posts, to prevent 

rats from entering the house (see p. 6): support of pm-ablan.

Hambu^lud: decorative stitch on the edges of skirts (see p. 24).

Hap-e,: conveys idea of putting in the sun to be dried; stem of ikap-e， 
(see ihap-ê ).

Ha’pe: black blanket with white or speckled stripes (see p. 18).

HPkad: wedge, used in pala，dang loom (see p. 32).

Hika，dan: wooden block or stone against which the weaver stays her feet
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while weaving (see p. 6).

H i，kgut: knot.

H i，k it: sort of net to catch bats ; stem of hikiytan (see hikPtan).

H ikiytan : shuttle (see p. 5).

H i，ling: hank, subdivision of tala’ k id; every tala’ kid, skein, consists of 

several h i，ling (see p. 2).

Himbula^lo: one buld>lo (see bulaHo).

Hinakha"klong: dipper design in in la，dang blankets and gami，t skirts (see p. 

36).

H inikrtan: shuttle design stitched on geestrings, and woven in blankets 

(see p p . 15，36).

HinkintogcCn: one that is exchangeable for one kintoyg blanket; applied to 

pigs (see p. 18).

Hind"Igat: spear with a blade that has 3 pairs of barbs (see p. 15).

Hinolho’Igat: spear head design in baja，ong blankets (see p. 15).

Hinolme* : complex design of ma，ja d  belts (see p. 26).

Hintala，k id : one skein (see tala，kid),

Hinukuhu^kup : basket-like design stitched on geestrings (see p. 21).
H im ’lg i: design stripes having deviating lines : they are part of the pa’gpag 

complex design on gaymong blankets (see p. 11).

H iyp il: gives the idea of double, a pair; stem of bagipVlan (see hagipiylan).

H i’po l: string that intertwines all the warp threads belonging to one parti

cular stripe, when they have been wound around the pala，dang (see p. 

33).

Urpyut: sharp end of a spear5s shaft, but (in weaving terminology) applied 

to the two ends of the sword (see Fig. V).

Hodko，d : conveys the idea of compactness ; stem of the words hodhodd'nâ  

'nahodhd'd (q.v.).

Hodhodo'na: lit” she strongly beats up, i.e.，each and every of her picks 

while weaving, (see p. 7) ; gâ mong blankets are usually very loosely 

woven, ugge7 nahodbo，d, (see nahodho，d).

Hoka^g : bamboo rod of pala3dang loom (see p. 32).

Holda，k : partition，applied to horizontal bars in design stripes that separate 

one design from another in the stripe (see p. 15)，or one stripe from 

another (see p. 29).

Ho，Igat: barb of the blade of hind>Igat spears; stem of hino，Igat and hinol- 

ho，Igat (q.v.).

Hu'du : conveys idea of putting in, introduce, say the shuttle into the gape ; 

stem of ihu^duna (see ihu^du).

Hugm 't: rattan strap tied around hanks or skeins, in order to be able to 

remove them easily from the pot, when they have been sufficiently dyed 

(see p. 3).
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Hukiyna : lit.，its leg(s) or, its feet, applied to the footings of the paid"dang 

loom (see p. 32).

Hm，k lit: flat rod having more or less the shape of a small bali’ga (see pp. 

12，15).

Hu7lg i: conveys idea of deviation, obliquous, slanting; stem of hinuylgi (see

¥Luthu>t : conveys idea of pushing into; stem of ihuthu'tna (see ihuthuytna). 
: part of the chain (warp) that can，t be woven (see p. 8 and here 

and there in text).

IbajhWn: to hang down as from a horizontal rod; ibaj-Wna，she hangs 

them (i.e.，the hanks or skeins) down from a rod，to let them dry (see 

p. 3).

Ibu'kana: lit., she makes them (i.e.，the covered parts of a hula，16) appear 

by removing the windings (see p. 34).

Vdo : python ; stem of in i，ddo (see inFddo).

Igadî gad: to rub and knead, applied to skeins kneaded in yellow powder; 

igadrgadna  ̂ she kneads them (the skeins) (see p. 3).

lhap ey: to put in the sun to dry (see p. 3); ihap-e'nâ  she puts them (the 

hanks) in the sun.

Ihu"du: to put something into; applied to the shuttle or the sword when 

shooting it through or inserting it in the gape; ihtCdunay bali，ga, she 

inserts the sword (see p. 7).

Ihuthu"tna: lit., she pushes them (the skeins) into, say，the mud (see p. 3).

InaboH: textile, anything that is woven，mostly applied to blankets (not in 

the text).

Inaydo : heap of mud in rice field paddies (see p . 1).

Inambdyong: hip bag-like design in inlaydang blankets and gamVt skirts (see 

p. 36).

Inan-a^ntak : long-beans design in geestrings (see p. 21 and p. 40)，in  blankets 

(see p. 15).

Inapiyd : braided string of hip bags (see p. 30).

Inayttip : beetle design in blankets (see p. 15).

Indamy: yarn, spun thread (see p. 2).

Indinwa，： woman’s skirt made of two pieces (see p. 24).

InggalgaUtget: woman5s working skirt (see p. 23).

InPddo : python design in baja，ong or gâ mong blankets (see p. 15)* and in 

gamVt skirts or in la，dang blankets (see p. 36).

Fngit: red.

IningPtan: provided with red, i.e.，a broad red stripe, as are binuhlayn gee

strings ; therefore, such geestrings may be called iningî tan (see p. 19).

Inla,dang: blanket with dyed designs (see pp. 35-36) ; stem laydang{ ?) with 
prefix in.
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Into1 nnong: rice milk used for starching cotton yarn (see p. 3).

Intinlu": woman’s skirt made of three pieces (see pp. 23-24).

Inugadrw: little fish design in kup?ling and taga^ktak geestrings (see p. 39).

Inu'log: snake design in stripes of blankets (see p . 15) ; also inul-u，log.

Ipuirpul: to twist between thumb and index finger (see p. 2).

Iwala^ngan: skeining operation (see pp. 2—3).

F m t: tail; stem of iw i，tan (see iwrtan),

Im ^tan: tail of a geestring hanging loose at back of body (see p. 21).

Kabayong: a shrub with oval leaves ; stem of kinaba，ong (see p. 30).

Kald'big: dorsal belt by which the loom is fastened to the operator (see p. 

5).

Kalu^gu: funnel shaped recipient fixed around stem of betelnut tree, under 

a bunch, stem of kinalu，gu (q.v.).

Kalu'mhing: horizontal stripe near both ends of geestrings (see p. 20).

Ka，po : cotton (see p . 1).

Katibd>nglan : tree fern (see p . 15); see kinatiba^nglan design.

Kawka^wa : spider; stem of kinawkd>wa (see kinawka^wd),

Kinaba^ong: stripe on hip bags showing some sort of similarity with the 

leaves of a kaba，ong shrub (see p. 30).

Kimhi，gu: embroidery stitched over the corners of pinu^hha hip bags; its 

shape is more or less ressembling the kalu'gu (see kalu，gti) (see p. 30).

Kinatibd1 nglan: tree fern design on blankets (see p p . 15 and 36).

Kinawkdwa; cobweb-like fringe work of ma^jad belts (see p. 28).

Kinto’g : white blanket with black stripes (see pp. 18-19).

Kintilkula，p-e: butterfly design on kup?ling and taga,ktak geestrings (see p. 

40).

Kottrwong: small crescent shaped knife usually kept in hip bag (see p. 31).

Koju^m : conveys the idea of being tight; stem of nakju、m (see nakju，m、.

Km，gut: sewing，hem stitch, seam stitch, chain stitch.

Kula，lo : plant whose tubers are used for preparing a yellow dye; hence 

yellow (see p. 3).

Kula'p-e : butterfly; mostly pronounced with reduplication: kulhda，p_e ; 

stem of kinulkula^p-e (see kinulkuld'p-e).

Ku^lhud: narrow stripe, mostly applied to red stripes.

KuHud: mid-rib of spear blades and double edged knives; applied also to 

the weaving sword (see Fig. V).

KupiHing: geestring with dyed designs (see pp. 38-40).

KutiHap: decorative stitches over the edges of some skirts and geestrings 

(see p. 24).

La，lag: small angular rod inserted in chain after the second or third pick 

(see p. 8).

'Laymma: upper garment (see p. 24-2b;.
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L i，bong: cone, applied to the conic shaped piece of wood, through which 

the shaft of the spindle passes (see p. 2).

U ，but: conveys idea of something that is rolled up so forming a package; 

stem of libu'tan (see libu1 tan).

Ubu，tan: woman’s hand bag (see pp. 31—32).

L P d i: cylindrical block of house posts (see halt*pan  ̂ p. 5): support of 

pun-abla'n.

Li,ding: row of curves ; stem of lidPngan (see lid i，ngati).

L id i，ngan: handle of hip bag (see p. 31).

L i’lin : wax, used to make the strands of the warp smooth (see p. 8).

l̂ Vhha: design heddle, combination of threads to be raised for the forma

tion of designs (see p . 11 and here and there in text),

Unnd"ng: thread shot (pick) through a gape obtained by the tubo’ngan (see 

p. 8)，i.e., a gape obtained by the pressing up and the pressing down 

of the tubo'ngan.

U rn,bid: string, rope ; lit.，what is twisted, braided.

Lam，khong: mortar design on blankets (see p. 15).

Lo’bong: upper garment of men and women (ordinary word，not in text).

Lolo’t : conveys the idea of ‘ that which runs through，; stem of lolota，n 

(see lolota'n),

Lolota，n : rod around which all the warp threads are wound (see p. 4).

Lono，ng: conveys idea of pressing down，to depress; stem of linno，ng and 

lonngo、n (q.v.).

Lonngo、n : to press down, applied to the operation made in order to be able 

to move the lolota9n rod in the direction of the ulu'wan (see p. 8).

L,u>bid: conveys the idea of braiding, twisting, say a string, a rope; stem 

of linu^bid, lubî dona (q.v.).

'LubPdona: lit.，she braids something，say a string or rope or a number of 

strands (see p. 28).

Lu，dm : cotton sliver (see p. 2).

Ludu，nona: lit., she rolls up something, i.e., fluffed cotton into slivers (see 

P* 2).
'Luho'ng: mortar; stem of linuyhhong (see lim ，kkonぬ •

LiUpVt: hem (see p. 31); stem of nalpM n (see nabita'n).

Mabimhla’n : something that has a barter value of one binuhlayn geestring, 

applied to pigs (see p. 19).

M ai’ngit: red.

Man这 t it : black (stem ngi，tit\ also used for dark blue and any dark color.

Manu，k lit: work with the hu^klit; Heddle-Raiser (see p. 41).

Mata，m : lit.，its eyes; applied to narrow stripes with white or red spots 

at the sides of another stripe darker in color (see p. 21).

MaJja d : woman’s belt with design called hinolme> (see pp. 25-28).
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M ili,bod: to be wound around, applied to the strands that run around the 

lolota，n rod (see p. 7).
MoHmol: conveys idea of dipping into ; stem of mummdImol (see mummoH- 

mol).

Mun-aboH: to weave (see p. 7); the Weaver (see p. 41).

Mun-adame :̂ to spin yarn (see p. 2); Thread-Twister (see p. 41).

Mumboybod: to bind, applied to the binding and winding a thread around 

parts of the bulaHo on the pala，dang loom (see p. 33).

Mumbobola>: white (see p. 3); among the Ifugaw outside the region of 

Kiangan, the word means red.

Mumbu^ngbmg: to dye yam in a buyngbung dye (see p. 4); Dyer into bû ngbung 

dye (p. 41).

Mummd> Imol 

Mumpa,gpag 

Mumpona，d : 

Mumpu'dun:

41).

MumpuHin: 

Mmdalo，m : 

on the 

MundaHum •• 

(see p. 

Mmda，wat: 

MundPlig: 

Munha^ud: 

Munt?yong: 

Mmtoha，jon  

Munwa'he:

to dip into; Dipper into rice milk (see p. 41). 

to beat repeatedly with a stick (see p. 11). 

to stretch the chain (see p. 8).

to wind yarn into balls (see p. 4); Winder into balls (see p.

Winder into balls (after spinning) (see p. 41). 

what is or runs under something, applied to the lower chain 

loom (see p. 7). 

to dye yam in a da"lum dye (see p. 3); Dyer into indigo dye

41).
to receive, accept, take over； Receiver (see p. 41 and p. 6). 

beam of Ifugaw house (see p. 6). 

to warp (see p. 5); Warper (see p. 41).

to twirl, to spin, applied to the spindle; Spinner (see p. 41). 

: to use the spindle; User of the spindle (see p. 41). 

to wind yarn on the standing loom {pala^dan£) by going around 

it (see p. 33); Winder around the standing loom (see p. 41).

Munwala"ngan: Winder into skeins (see p. 41).

Nabha^t: broken because of tension or jerking，applied to threads (see p. 7). 

Nabobo’dan : provided with bindings or windings (see p. 34).

Naboykjag: expanded, applied to cotton (see p . 1).

Nada^it: joined by stitching.

Nahodho^d : 

picks.

Nalpita^n: 

Napae  ̂wet: 

N apaja，kan

Natala，k id :

tightly woven, beaten up (see hodhodd'nâ  p. 7), applied to the

tightly warped or woven, applied to the strands (see p. 28). 

hemmed (see p. 31).

asymmetric, askance, slanting, applied to designs (see p. 13).

: winged; linu’hhong an napaja、kan : winged mortar design (see

skeined，divided into skeins (adjectival form of tala'kid).
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Natriup : doubled, applied to yarn (see p. 4) ; brought together in winding 

operation : opa，t di natriup : quadrupled.

Ngu^me : fringes of geestrings (see p. 20).

Nibalah-iywe : double-twined (see p. 20).

N ibidrbid: twined, applied to threads (see p. 20).

NihPkgut: knotted (adjectival form of hPkgut, see p. 30).

'Nihu^klub: double-twined, warp threads intertwined by double pick (see 

p. 20).

Nu^tnut: conveys the idea of removing with the fingers something which 

is enveloped ; stem of nutnu>ton (see nutnu"ton).

Nutnu，ton: to clear of seeds (namely cotton) (see p . 1).

Oba’n •• carrying blanket, babies，blanket (see p. 18).

Odo，gna : lit.，its back ; right side of fabric (see p . 10); back of sword, i.e.， 

the side which is not sharp (see p. 5).

Old"ng: nose; stem of inolo，ng (see inolo，nぬ .

Paygpag : complex design on gâ mong blankets (see p. 13); also called pinag- 

pa，gan (q.v.).

Pagpa^gan: to beat repeatedly with a stick (see p. 13).

Paka^n : to feed，applied to the gape (see p. 7); stem kan„ to eat，with 

prefix pa, to cause to.

Pala，dang: standing loom used for warping strands that will form the design 

stripes before they will be dyed (see p. 32) ； stem la，dang{T) with prefix 

, pa, imolving order，allowance, see inla，dang,
Pati，t : knob，button, knob of spindle (see p. 2) ; also stem of pina，ttit (q.v.)-

Pa，ja k  : wing ; stem of napaja，kan (see napaya^kan).

IHnagpa’gan : stem pa，gpag (see pa’gpaぬ with infix in and suffix an : “ what has 

been beaten repeatedly，，or “ marks made by beatings/5

Vinala'ngyu: design in in la，dang blankets and gami，t skirts (see p. 36).

'Pind>ttit: stitched knob-like design (knob of a gong) on geestrings (see 

p. 21).

Pini，m i: geestring with special design stripes (see p. 22 and p. 38).

JHngko，I : mud heap in rice paddies on which cotton is grown (see p . 1).

V mu'dun : ball of yarn, also called pu，dm (without infix in) (see p. 4).

Pinuyhha : hip bag, white with black stripes (see pp. 28-31).

Pim/jyok •• black yarn，its black color having been obtained by the mud dye 

(see p. 3).

Pol-o，g : plant whose bark contains fibres wmch can be spun (see p . 1).

Ponad: stem of ponado，n and mumponâ d (q.v.); conveys the idea of stretch

ing ; also little sticks used to pull up or stretch loose threads of dyed 

design stripes, in order to correct defects (see p. 34).

Ponado^n: to stretch, namely the chain (see p. 8).

Pu^dun: see pinu'dun.
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Pudu^non: to wind the yarn into balls (see p. 4).

Puduynan: sort of winding wheel (see p. 4).

Pu，lg i: conveys idea of twirling; stem of pulgPjon (see pul̂ Tyon).

Pulgrjan: upper end of spindle (see Fig. II).

Pulgî jon: to make the spindle twirl (see p. 2).

Puli'3p u l: conveys idea of twisting with thumb and index fingers (see ipuliy- 

pul).

Pumbinungbu '"ngan: term used for the bulaylo that runs in the middle of an 

ado，I  stripe (see p. 34).

Pm-abla’n : bamboo rod to which the head rod (ulu9wan) is attached (see 

P* 5).
'Pun-hau*dan: basket or bowl with ball used in warping by helper (see p. 6).

Punggul-û nan ： heddle rod (see p. 3).

Putu9m : lit.，its stomach ; stomach of textile or fabric, i.e.，the wrong side.

Pu[yjok : mud; stem of pim ，jjo k  (see pmu9jjok ).

Tado'mna: lit., its sharp edge; applied to sharp edge of sword (see Fig.

V).
Tagd'ktag: geestring with dyed designs on stripes (see pp. 51-53).

Ta’gu •• man; stem of tina^ggu, tinata’ggu (q.v.).

Ta’kang: gape (see p. 10).

TakdaJng: copper wire ring of hip bags (see p. 31).

Takdoyg : conveys idea of standing erect, rising; standing stitch: sort of 

decorative stitch used in joining two pieces of fabric (see，for example, 

p. 25).

Tala,kid •• skein (see p. 3 and here and there in text).

Tallo,: star, morning star; stem of tindltallo, (see tindltalld>').

Talu'ngtung: woven border piece or band of blankets (see p . 10 and here 

and there in text); the term is used also for the fringes of the band (see 

ha, bonぬ .

Tanta，n : double thread twisted to fibres of bamboo needle (stem to"nut̂  

suffix an causes syncopation of u) (see p. 8).

Ta^nut: bamboo needle (see p. 8)_

Tapa’ng: red yam (see p. 4).

Ta^jjum : indigo ; stem of tina’yyum (ilokano word).

Te’te : ladder; stem of tinStete，te (see tinetetê te)

Tmtik-u，: zigzag decorative stitch on geestrings (see p. 21).

TP lup : brought or drawn together; stem of nan7 lup (see nati,hip\

Tma9g-e: thread shot through a gape obtained by raising the even threads 

of the chain (stem ta，g-e to be high, with verbal infix in) (see p. 8).

Tina"ggu: little man design in stripes of blankets and other textiles (see p. 

15，p. 21，p. 36).

Tinaltallo，: star design on woman’s belt (see p. 28).
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Tinanno^ng: white geestring (see p. 21).

Tinapa’ng: red yarn (see p. 4).

Tinata^ggu: reduplicated form of tina'ggu (see tind'ggu).

Tina^jjum: dark blue yarn bought from outsiders (see p. 4).

Tinetete t̂e: ladder design on blankets (see p. 15).

Tini，kkM: zigzag design on kupPling and taga、ktak geestrings (see p. 40). 

TinVppa : design in border stripes ofpinî wa geestrings and stripes of kupi3ling 

and taga^ktag geestrings (see pp. 38 and 40).

Tino，n m : term applied to kupi、ling and taga'ktak geestrings (see p. 38). 

Toba，ja n : spindle (see p. 2).

Toko^na: lit.，its mouth, applied to opening of hip bags (see p. 31).

To/ge': generic name for skirts (see p. 23).

Topo'ng: string used to set up weaving loom before warping (see p. 6). 

Tu，bong: bamboo pipe; stem of tuWngan (see tubo>ngari)t 

Tubo^ngan: bamboo rod of Ifugaw loom raising all odd threads (see pp. 5， 

6，etc.).

Tukli'ng: cotton, darker than kapo (see p . 1).

Tu’kkak .. decorative stitch or frog designs on geestrings (see p. 21). 

Tuykudna: lit.，its post(s), applied to posts of standing loom，paid"dang (see 

p. 32).

Ugadi，w : small fish ; stem of inugadPw (see inugadPw).

ITkiQi) : pericarp, husk，(of cotton, see p . 1).

UkPham: lit.，she removes the pericarp (of the cotton bolls，see p . 1). 

Uylo(h) : blanket, generic name (not in text).

U'log: stem of im ilog or im iレu，log (q.v.).

IThma : lit., its head, applied to upper part of binongo，gan design (see p . 11);

also stem of ulu"wan (see ulu>wari).

Ulu，2Pan : heading-rod of Ifugaw loom，i.e., rod at the head of the loom (see

P_ 4) . , . , ,
U，pMd: term sometimes used to designate a white geestring，although it is 

the proper term for the big pointed shell of a belt ornament (not in text). 

Uwd'ngna : hole，perforation (made in board of pala，dang loom (see p. Jz ) ;

lit” its hole(s).

Uwe9: liana, rattan (see Fig. V).

Wala'ngan: apparatus used in skeining (see pp. 2—3).

Wand'h: geestring, generic term (not in text).

Wî ngi: stem conveying idea of turning the head sidewards; term used for 

black stripes at the side of a colored stripe.

Yagydgan : to shake (st&m ja ygyagy shake，with infix an) ; to shake the skeins 

which have been dipped in yellow powder (see p. 3).



Fig. I : Children weaving and spinning
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Fig. I l l : Waldngan



Fig. IV : Pudiinan
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Fig. V I I I : Tdnut (needle)

: without thread 

: with tantdn  and indame1 not 

yet fully twisted





Threads 

Set A : 

Set B : 

Set C : 

Set D :

1 3 5 7 9 1113 15 17 19 21 23 25 27 29 e t c .
2 4  6 8 10 12 14 16 18 20 22 24 26 28 30

Fig. X  : Section of HinuUgi 
to be raised are taken from all the warp threads : bini，tag (odd) and gM l-u n  {even). 
threads 3-4, 7-8, 11-12，15-16, 19-20，etc.

threads 2-3，6-7，10-11, 14-15，18-18-20-21，24-25，28-29, 32-33, 36-37, 40-41-42-43, etc. 

threads 1-2, 5-6, 9-10,13-14，17-18, etc.

threads -1,4-5, 8-9, 12-13,16-17, 22-23，26-27, 30-31, 34-35，38-39, 44-45，etc.

1 3 5 7 9111315171921232527233) 3335373941 3 5 7 9513 5 7 961 3 5 79713 5 7 9 8183 
24 6 8101214 6 8202 4-6 83024 6 84024 6 85024 6 850 246 8 7024 6 8802

Fig. X I : Section ot Binongd1 gart 
Only bini，tag threads are raised for the design :

Set A : threads 14-15，37-39，61-63，85-87, etc.

Set B : threads 1-3, 25-27，49-51，73-75, etc.

Set C : threads 3-5, 23-25-27-29，47-49-51-53，etc.

Set D : threads - - 1--3-5-7, 21-23-25-27-29-31，45-47-49-51-53-55，etc.

Set E : threads 11-13-15-17, 35-37-39-41，59-61-63-65, etc.

Set F: threads 9-11-13-15-17-19，33-35-37-39-41-43，57-59-61-63-65-67, etc.

Set G : —— 1-3-5-7-9,19-21-23-25-27-29-31-33，43-45-47-49-51-53-55-57, etc.

Set H : ----1-3-5-7-11,17-19-21-23-25-27-29-31-33-35，41-43-45-47-49-51 -53-55-57-59，etc.



1
Linu hhong 

an napaya kan
Tina ggu

Llnu, hhong Luho‘ng

Ini^ddo

Kinatiba nglan

Tinetete^to

Im/log Ini /ddo

各
V

Xna*ttip Blnannl ya

I隱 ^onolho Xgat
Hino^Zgat

XXX
H ln ik i 'tan

Fig. X I I : Designs of Baya'ong Blankets or of bairngbing of Ga'mong Blankets
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Fig. X I I I : Decorative stitches
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Cross Section

warp threads 

red threads 

wlUte threads

Fig. X IV  : Kalu^mbing

(chain stitch : ku gut) 
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lina ecu Binala^baB

an tlaa ggu

Hlnikl#tan

Inan-a ntak

Hlnukuhu kup

Hu kup basket

A
pioa ttit

Inon«a atok

Pati^t of gong

Fig. XV  : Decorative Stitches on Geestrings



holda* k

hinolme'
proper

1 3 5 7 9 !
2  4. 6 8  10)

tina#ggu ginigi ling tlnalta^o, 
.o r  

b in itb itu  won

ginigr ling

black :

red :

Fig. XV I :  Hinolme''

all warp threads in holda1 k and binab-a' - all double 

warp and weft threads in hinolme，proper - all double

all weft threads : double in holda1 k
double in picks C &: D of binab-a> 
quadruple in picks E of binab~a> 
quadruple in binolme, proper 

yellow : all weft threads ; in holddk  : double

in binab'a， (F) and in hinolme' proper : quadruple 

The following hinolme、 stripe will be woven with a red quadruple thread, but the order 

of the designs which in the above figure is tina1 ggu -gin ig i'lin g -tM Ita llo '  ̂will now be 

a tinaUtallo9-gin igi'lin g-tin a 'ggu  so that 6 other sets of threads must be raised.

Note also that, while the little star design is formed by the red or yellow weft threads, 

the little man design is formed by the black threads of the warp and of the weft.

The tina,ggu design itself is not much of a little man, but the design is nevertheless so 

called.
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Fig. XV III.



Fig. XIX : Valddang



Fig. X X : Wealthy Ifugaw on the death-chair wearing a <4 k u p ilin g,5 clout. A <4 pinuhha 
hangs at one of the buflfalo-horns ; three “ binuhlayn ” tie head and body to the chair ; two 

4< baydong,y blankets hang on the death-chair. He sits on a “ g im on g” blanket.



Fig. X X I : Designs in In/a dang and Gami't

L. Xriac5u'



Fig. X X II : Scction o f dayude o f Kupr/inj> Geestring


